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Taps and Lasers
NCTA Engineering VP Robert Luff Interviewed

Communications-Engineering Digest
Reporting the Technologies of Broadband Communications
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THE ONLY COMPLETE
ni tter

RF LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEM

• —80 dBmV sensitivity allows vehicle ride through of CATV plant for continuous monitoring of R-F leakage.
• Easily finds breaks, bullet holes, loose connectors, rodent damage and
stress fractures in CATV cable, overhead and underground.
• Finds illegal "twin lead" hook ups and any other improperly made connections.
• Locates lost cables behind walls and underground.
• A complete system with an unmistakable distinct tone that cannot be
mistuned.
• Internal calibration source provides 20 microvolts per meter reference.
• Front panel meter allows go, no-go radiation testing when used with a
dipole.
Call Collect 703-434-5965
P. O. Box 1106,
CONISONICS, INC.

Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801

HP'S CATV Spectrum Analyzer
It has the performance to measure
your system's performance.
HIc% 8558B Option 002 CATV Spectrum Analyzer displays the
amplitude and frequency of each spectral component of the input directly on aCRT. It's ideal for system performance verification as well as providing insight into unusual signal conditions.
The 8558B features ±1 dB frequency response, high sensitivity
of — 63 dBmV, resolution bandwidths from lkHz to 3MHz, and
70 dB dynamic range.
It's easy to use too: convenient three-knob operation lets you
make measurements faster and more accurately than you're
probably used to. What's more, this field-proven instrument is
economically priced. HP 8558B Option 002 plug-in is $4950;
182T Display is $1650. (A 350 MHz plug-in is available at $3950.
Also offered is avariable persistence and storage CRT display
unit, $2600.)
For more information, give your nearby HP field sales
office acall, or write.
Domestic US prices only

Here are just afew of many measurements
you can make with the
HP CATV Spectrum Analyzer:

Intermodulation

Flatness

Carrier Levels

Co-channel Interference

also prepared a useful 68-page booklet,
"Cable Television System Measurements
Handbook" which reviews CATV system
measurement considerations and then
describes in step-by-step detail what
you need to know for cable system
performance verification. To get
your copy, just ask your HP field
engineer. Or write on your company letterhead to;
We've

CATV Measurements Handbook
Hewlett-Packard Company,
Dept. G
1507 Page Mill Rd.
Palo Alto, CA 94304

Radiation.

HEWLETT h

PACKARD

1507 Page Mid Roac, Palo Alto, California 94304

For assistance call: Washington (301) 948-13370, Chicago (312)
255-9800, Atlanta (404) 955-1500, Los Angeles (213) 877-1282

45706
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THANK

IJ

These words really
can't express our appreYO
ii cia tion for making
COMM/SCOPE'S first
fiscal year as an independent operation the most
successful in our long history of supplying quality
cable to the CATV industry. We wanted each and
everyone of you to know how much we appreciate
all of your support. We pledge our company to
continue to provide the very best in quality and
service at competitive prices for our only business
is CATV.
Again, thank you for all of your support.

Frank M. Drendel
President
()Comm/Scope Company
We give you something besides great cable.
A great company.
At the Western Show—
Booths 27, 28, 29

Rt. 1, Box 199A, Catawba, N.C. 28609
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Telephone 800/438-3331

Telex 80-0521

WASHINGTON. D.C.—The House subcommittee on
communications scheduled twenty-nine witnesses for the
cable hearings held September 29 and 30. Each witness
participated in one of three panel discussions which were as
"informal as possible" with no prepared testimony. Although
each panel covered wide-ranging issues, the discussions were
directed by specific questions.
The first session, entitled

The Role of Cable Television

Service in Our Nation's Communcations Systems," focussed
on future cable services and whether cable is "ancillary to
broadcasting...

The

panel

included:

NCTA

chairman

Dan

Aaron, vice president of Comcast Corporation; Ted Carpenter,
director of the National Citizens Committee for Broadcasting;
Gustave M. Hauser, Chairman of Warner Cable Corporation;
Henry Geller, The Aspen Institute; Red Burns, director of
Alternate Media Center; Charles F. Dolan, general partner of
Cablevision System Corporation; Earl Haydt, manager of Berks-

(-ED

Suburban TV Cable Company; and Jack Valenti, president of
MPAA.

News
at a
Glance
Jack Valent,

Gus Hauser

WASHINGTON, D.C.—President Carter has nominated
Charles Ferris to be FCC chairman. Tyrone Brown is
expected

to fill

the

remaining two year term of former

Commissioner Ben Hooks.
Ferris, general councel to House Speaker Tip O'Neill, has
been a frontrunner for the position since February.
Brown's experience in communications includes aposition as
general councel with Post-Newsweek Stations from 1971 to
1974. Brown was nominated for a short term, ending in June
1979. However, it is expected that after his first term expires, the
White House will re-nominate him for a full seven year term.
WASHINGTON, D.C.—The FCC has granted a waiver to
Charlevoix Cable TV Company of its nonduplication rules
because "it would not be in the pu olio interest to require acable
system to black out a superior signal in favor of one that was
barely viewable or significantly inferior to the non-priority
(distant) signal."
The Michigan cable system argued that the signal they were
required to carry ran "anywhere from intermittent to nonexistent."
SACRAMENTO, CA.—The pole attachment bill that passed the
California legislature unanimously earlier this month has been
signed by Govenor Jerry Brown. A spokesman for the California
Community Television Association said he "was extremely
pleased with the action."
The bill provides for mandatory access and a formula similar
to the national bills introduced in both sides of Congress. The
public utility commission of the state will become involved in
disputes in the event that the utilities and cable companies can't
agree on terms.
CommunIcations-EnglneerIng Digest is published monthly for the Society of Cable Television
Engineers by Titsch Publishing, 1139 Delaware Pana. P.O. Box 4305. Denver, CO 80204.0
October 1977. Controlled circulation postage paid at Denver. Colorado.
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Editor's Letter

B

ynow we hope you have received our September issue of C-ED, assuming,
of course, the mail has treated you kindly. Many of you who have received
the redesigned magazine have told us your reactions, and we're just delighted
with the reception. Some of the comments were glowing; others were somewhat
critical, and we truly appreciate that, too. You will notice we've made some slight
graphic changes with this October issue, some of which are the result of the
things we heard from you; others from our own critical eye, which will always be
looking for ways to improve this magazine.
Speaking of the October C-ED, we are fortunate to feature three significant
stories—a first-time interview with NCTA vice president of engineering Robert
Luff, who fills some mighty big shoes of the late Delmer Ports; a fascinating
article by Bill Redstreake on lasers; and asuper piece by Terry Hulseberg and
his peers at Coaxial Analysts on taps. We think you'll find all three informative,
particularly Bob Luff's comments on some of the engineering issues which the
industry faces over the next several months.
We'd also like to announce that Titsch Publishing, in an effort to continually
improve the magazine for the Society of Cable Television Engineers, is bringing
on board as our technical editor Ron Cotten, who joins us from Cablecom
General where he was vice president of engineering. Ron was also, as many of
you know, president of SCTE. We're delighted he's lending us a helping hand.

44,,2
AML can get you places
you never thought you'd reach
...and make money doing it!
You've got to get the signal out to get the money in.
AML gets it out. Faster. Farther Better
AML Multi-Channel Microwave

HUGHES

1111CROUJNE -

communions
PRODUITS

FORMERLY THETA-COWe AM L
P O. Box 2999, Torrance, CA 90509 (213) 534-2146

r

#

AML Canadian Distributor:
Micro-Sat Communications, Ltd.

------------------- ---------------

Washington. D C. 2000' , (202) 332-4466

Titsch Publishing, Inc.
1139 Delaware Street
-or- P.O. Box 4305
Denver, Colorado 80204
(303) 573-1433
Washington Bureau
P.O. Box 19268
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 892-4200
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SCTE Comments
able television systems carrying sig-

local office a current listing of all signals

both FAA and private (approach controls,

nals in the freqency band 108 to 136

carried in these bands, noting carrier and
subcarrier frequencies, types of
modulation, and maximum peak power

and most military facilities. Your industry

and/or 225 to 400 MHz will be subject to
additional Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) regulations after
January 1, 1978. If the cable system
carrying signals in either or both of these
bands is capable of producing peak
signal levels in excess of 28 dBmV at any
point in the cable system, the frequency
of these signals will be subject to closer
tolerances than presently specified. The
additional regulations would be effective if
any portion of the cable television system
is within 60 nautical miles (69.1 statute
(ordinary) miles, 111.2 kilometers) of an
aeronautical radio service.
In addition, the affected cable
television systems will be prohibited from
carrying signals within 100 kHz of the
emergency frequency 121.5 MHz and
within

50 kHz of the emergency

frequencies 156.8 and 243 MHz.
Further, the cable television systems
subject to these additional regulations will
•
be required to implement a system of
leakage monitoring that will cover all
portions of the cable system at least once
each year. Monitoring equipment must be
sensitive enough and calibrated to
insure the detection of leakage in excess
of 20 uV per meter at ten feet from the
cable plant. Each leakage source in
excess of the minimum must be identified
and log kept of the location, date of
discovery, and date of repair. This log
must be retained for two years with the
other system records available to
representatives of the FCC on request.
Other "housekeeping" chores that the
new rules will require of the affected
systems are: (a) to notify the FCC

which occurs at any location within the
cable distribution system.
These additional regulations are the
outcome of an

FCC rule making

in flight service stations, unicorns, etc.)
representatives are working with the FCC
and other government agencies to
develop an easier method of aeronautical
radio

facility

identification

before

the

January, 1978 deadline.

proceeding (Docket 21006). This rule
making was initiated by an urgent request

Irrespective of what type of headend
equipment is used it is, in practice,

from the Office of Telecommunications
Policy (OTP) and the Federal Aviation

mandatory to measure the absolute
frequency of the cable system carriers to

Administration (FAA). The OTP and FAA

assure

request was the result of an incident

counter having an absolute accuracy of
better than 1 part in 10 6 under all

where leakage from a cable television
system had an effect on aircraft
communications. The Engineering

minimum

reasonable

offset.

operating

A frequency

conditions

(especially if calibrated annually) can be

Advisory Committee of the National Cable
Television Association (NCTA) took the

obtained for a reasonable price.

lead in preparing the industry position on
this matter; however, invaluable

seem to present no particular problem,
although the requirement for 60 days

assistance was received from the Society
of Cable Television Engineers (SCTE),

notice to the FCC before starting new
operations in the stipulated bands will
place some limitations on the flexibility of
operations.

the Community Antenna Television
Association (CATA), and individual
members of the industry. Strong efforts

The

"housekeeping"

chores would

were made to insure that the comments
represented a concensus of the entire

The new rules spell out the authority of
the Engineer-In-Charge (EIC) of one of
the FCC's Field Engineering Offices to

cable television industry. Because of the
obvious emotional impact of the subject

require suspension of operations of any
cable television system interfering with

(which was exploited to the utmost by
certain parties to the proceeding) it was
difficult to keep the decision making on a
rational, engineering basis; consequently

"radio communication involving the
safety of life and protection of property."

a united cable television front was
required. It is believed that these,

television operator would want the
financial, legal, or moral burden of such

admittedly severe regulations, were the
least onerous that could be secured in the
then existing Washington, D.C. atmosphere.
If your system is carrying signals in this

interference. The operator of the system
involved in the only recorded case of

This would seem to be an academic
provision since no responsible cable

interference in 25 years of cable

band, what should you do now? As with

television operation has been complimented for his immediate cooperation.
It is hoped, after the hysteria dies

annually of all signals carried in these
bands, noting the type of information

any new rules of this large magnitude,
there are some uncertainties in their

down, and the good record of cable
television operators continues, some of

carried by the signal (television, aural
broadcast, pilot carrier, etc.) The timely

implementation.

uncertainty is in the determination of the
particular aeronautical radio facilities that

the requirements may be reviewed and
put on a more rational engineering basis.
The Interference Subcommittee will

the cable system must consider. A good

continue its efforts in that direction.

filing- of FCC Form 325, Schedule 2, will
meet this requirement. (b) to notify the
FCC at least 60 days before initiating use
of any new frequency or frequencies in
these bands. Notification shall include
carrier and subcarrier frequencies, types
of modulation, and maximum peak power
occurring at any location in the cable
distribution system. (c) to maintain at its
Most cable systems carrying signals in these
bands would be subject to the additional
regulation since normal bridger output is 30-45
dBmV. A defective amplifier (loss of AGC)
could give values 5-10 dB above normal until
repaired.
8 C-ED October '77

Probably the greatest

start on the problem would be to obtain
the Sectional Aeronautical Charts
(usually obtainable at any airport from the
operators who service private aircraft)
and plot 60 nautical mile circles around
the aeronautical facilities. Easily
identifiable will be very high frequency
omni ranges (VOR), and airport towers.
However, missing will be the components
of the ILS system (localizers in the 108 to
118 MHz band and glide slopes in the
328.6 to 335.4 MHz band), most
aeronautical communication stations

Frank Bias, SCTE Western vice president

and Chapter News
SCTE To Hold Elections, Revise Bylaws
The Society of Cable Television
Engineers is moving forward in its reorganization program and will propose a
number of editorial changes to its bylaws
by the end of 1977, according to Judith
Baer, executive director.
Included in the proposed changes to
the bylaws is the task of enlarging SCTE's
board of directors to include new
positions, possibly of members-at-large,
as well as regional directors. "We've got
the momentum and membership
participation," says Baer. "Now is the time
to take this rather large step," Baer
continued, "and include more people in
the decision-making processes facing
SCTE. Any changes," Baer interjected,
"will be subject to approval of the
membership."
Election of officers to replace SCTE's
current president, western and eastern
vice presidents and secretary-treasurer
will be called during December and
January with results to be announced in
February at SCTE's Annual Membership
meeting.
The Society will move its annual
meeting to coincide with its Third Annual
CATV Reliability Conference in February
rather than holding it during the National
Cable Television Association's annual
conventions.
SCTE president Robert Bilodeau of
Suburban Cablevision will appoint a
Nominating Committee to be announced
during the Western Cable Convention,
November 9-11 in San Diego, California.

SCTE Scores Record
Crowds at Technical Meetings
Robert Bilodeau, president of the
Society of Cable Television Engineers,
has announced that since June SCTE has
hosted more than 400 CATV industry
technicians and engineers at meetings
sponsored or co-sponsored by the
Society. "At the last five SCTE events,"
stated Bilodeau, "we've averaged 90
people at each meeting. Some of our ongoing relationships with state CATV
associations average about forty
technicians each month turning out for
SCTE technical meetings," Bilodeau
emphasized, "such as in the Pennsylvania—Maryland—Delaware area where
Jim Grabenstein and Joe Gans have
provided outstanding leadership."
SCTE is actively participating

in

programming staged in cooperation with
the Community Antenna Television
Association (CATA); the Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Texas, Georgia and Mississippi state cable associations; and the MidAmerica CATV Association representing
the states of Nebraska, Oklahoma,
Mssouri and Kansas.
A technical session staged in
cooperation with each of the groups
mentioned will be held as scheduled
during October, November, December
and January of 1978. Plans are being
readied for the Third Annual SCTE/IEEE
Conference on CATV Reliability in
February, 1978 and SCTE will continue to
actively participate in technical
programming for the NCTA Convention in
New Orleans in 1978.

SCTE and CATA to Stage
Joint Tech Meeting in Florida

a long-time supporter of SCTE, will
provide two 'Lill days of technical training
on subjective picture quality and
identification of system outage problems.
The programs will begin promptly at 8:30
a.m. each morning, and areception will be
hosted by C-COR the evening of October
26 for early arrivals.
Subjects to be discussed on the first
day include system level control
philosophy, test chamber configurations,
methods and calculation of system
performance, plant tours, demonstrations
of system tests in C-COR's environmental
chamber and general discussions. On the
second day, demonstrations will be
conducted on heat transfer, stand-by
power and surge protection.
Registration is free to SCTE members.
For additional information, contact John
Yack at C-COR Electronics, 60 Decibel
Road, State College, Pennsylvania 16801
(814) 238-2461.

Ralph Haimowitz of Indian River
Cablevision has announced a two-day
technical session, co-sponsored by the
Society of Cable Television Engineers
and the Community Antenna Television
Association, to be conducted in St. Cloud,
Florida, January 5-6, 1978. This joint
meeting is the first meeting co-sponsored
by the two CATV membership groups.
Haimowitz has programmed a
full schedule including test equipment
procedures, earth station operation and
trouble-shooting, receivers, low noise
amplifiers, coordination and siting for
TVRO's.
Companies participating in the
program include Mid-State Communications, Wavetek, RF Systems, Microdyne,
Southern Communications Associates,
Compucon and Home Box Office.
Registration will be free-of-charge to
SCTE members and CATA member
system personnel. There will be a $10
registration charge for non-members of
either group. For registration and lodging
information, contact Ralph Haimowitz.

Pennsylvania and Ohio
SCTE Members Hosted by C-COR
Members of the Society of Cable
Television Engineers in Ohio and
Pennsylvania have been invited to attend
atwo-day meeting at C-COR Electronics
in State College, Pennsylvania on
October 27-28, 1977.
James Palmer, president of C-COR and

Wisconsin Association and SCTE
To Stage Two-Day Seminars
The Great Lakes North and Great
Lakes South chapters of the SCTE and
the Wisconsin Cable Communications
Association will host a two-day
management-technical seminar, October
19-20, 1977 in LaCrosse, Wisconsin at
the Ramada Inn. Glenn Chambers of Fox
Cities Communications and eastern vice
president o, SCTE and Bruce Armstrong,
Teltron Cable TV and president of the
WCCA are coordinating the meeting.
Program events include discussion of
FCC Rules and Regulations with
representatives of the Federal Communications Commission's CATV Bureau;
OSHA rulings and compliance with
officials of the U.S. Department of Labor;
small aperature earth stalion technology;
test equipment use and system planning
and design.
CATV companies participating in the
meeting include Scientific-Atlanta, Home
Box Office, Magnavox Corporation and
Texscan Corporation—all Sustaining
Members of SCTE.
A nominal charge will be required of
SCTE or WCCA members with higher
charges for non-members. SCTE
members across the country are invited
to attend, regardless of chapter affiliation.
For registration information, contact
Bruce Armstrong at (715) 845-4222 or
Glenn Chambers at (414) 731-3272. Low
cost housing arrangements are available.
C-ED October '77 9

Our earth station owners sleep better.
Anytime anyone buys an expensive piece of equipment,one of
the first things he does is worry about how he'll get it fixed in
case it goes on the fritz. But people who buy Scientific-Atlanta
earth stations don't suffer from these nightmares.
We protect them with anation wide network of 8service
centers that never sleeps. Emergency help by an experienced
Scientific-Atlanta earth station engineer is available on a24 hour
aday basis.
What's more, we're the only people who make acomplete earth
station. The 10-meter dish plus all the special electronics which
link it to the headend. So if amalfunction is only in an electronics
module and we get acall for help, we won't have to call anyone
else for help. We make it all. We fix it all.
That's why over 70% of the companies who've dreamed about
cashing in on pay TV have come to us for afully warranted and
protected earth station. We're the only people who've made a
commitment to the cable industry that's total in every respect.
And we aim to keep it. Rest assured.
For more information, please call jay Levergood
at (404)449-2000
e%
•
or write us.

baentific
Atlanta

United States: 3845 Pleasantdale Road, Atlanta, Ga. 30340, Telephone 404-449-2000, TWX 810-766-4qI2, Telex 054-2898
Canada: 678 Belmont Avenue West, Suite 103 Kitchener, Ontario, Canada N2M-1N6, Telephone 519-745-9445, Telex 069-5239
Europe: 1-7 Sunbury Cross Centre, Staines Road West, Sunbury on Thames, Middlesex TW16 7BB, England,
Telephone Sunbury on Thames 89751, Telex 896015

Columnist Richard Reeves i„n New York
Magazine, predicts ..."the press will be the
next American institution to get the treatment..
newspapers and television do their best to
keep their shops, operations and people away
from prying eyes ... The Great Wall of Media,
however, will soon be under seige."
The Media Report ... It's the story behind the
news.
Be one of the select few who find out what's
really happening ...find out what strings are
being pulled in mass communications and who
pulls them.
Learn the impact of the media on business and
politics.
Find out why, who and how.
The Media Report contains four regular
features.
Inside the Media -trends, rumors, analysis and
background on the nation's major media
organizations and personalities.
Media Diary - a monthly listing of "key"
interviews and news features with potential
political impact covered by the television
networks.
Impact Media/Financial Report - a monthly
tracking of 20 of the largest media companies
and how their financial performance stacks up
against the overall market.
Government and the Media -a watch on the
constant pull and tug among the First
Amendment toting press and regulators -the
Congress and the White House.
Join the exclusive group of executives whose
awareness extends far beyond obvious events,
dates and places.
Read The Media Report, our bi-weekly
national media newsletter ... now in its fourth
year of publication. With Brian Lamb in
Washington as editor and Paul FitzPatrick as
managing editor in Colorado.

The
Media
Report
ITÀ

Subscribe today. Only $86 for
26 issues. Call 303-573-1433
for information.
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WHAT CAN WE DO WITH 80-MILLION CHANNELS?
By Wm. N. Redstreake
Gwynedd View, RD #1
N. Wales, PA 19454

About the Author
Bill Redstreake is no stranger to the
CATV industry. Many people are
familar with his in-depth market guides
to CATV amplifiers and Pay-TV
hardware. As ayoung man in the early
sixties, he was automation editor for
The Iron Age; where he wrote reports
on all kinds of significant innovations
from lasers to tape-controlled
machine tools. An ex-Jerrold man, Bill
describes himself as a literate
engineer. For relaxation, he writes
fiction and historical fiction, both short
stories for general-interest magazines
and full-length novels.
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elevision, telecommunications, fiber

Stable

I optics, masers for extremely stable,

Orbit

narrow-band microwave frequencies,
and "the ultimate communications

Accelerated
Orbit

tool"—the optical maser or laser.
All are miracles we accept without the
slightest sense of mystification.
The laser, which has been hailed as
the ultimate communications medium,
was a fundamental discovery in physics,
comparable to the invention of the
vacuum tube. (The vacuum tube led to the

Light
Wave

development of radio, radar, television
and broadband communications.)
12 C-ED October '77

1: Random Light Waves

Fig. 2 Electron Orbits

Laser is an acronym for Light
Amplification by Stimulated Emission of

amplification of radio waves; and he had
invented a device very similar to the

built the first working laser. That laser was
made from a pencil-thin rod of synthetic

Radiation.
Since a laser can operate at one-half

laser—the maser (Microwave Amplification by Stimulated Emission of

ruby, composed of aluminum oxide and a
tiny amount of chromium.

million times the frequency of television
waves to produce kilowatts of "coherent
light" in anarrow beam, it may be anatural
candidate for use in amplifier circuits for
ultralong fiber-optic transmission
systems.
The laser is also apowerful communications medium in itself, capable of

Incoherent Light
Waves

Horizontal
Light Waves

carrying messages over gigantic
distances. One of the earliest applications
was the projection of a narrow beam of
light to the surface of the moon.
Channel Capacity: A laser's visible-light
band of frequencies can theoretically

Ruby
Rod

accommodate 80-million television
channels of the present bandwidth!
The ingenious principle of the versatile
laser was worked out in 1958 by Charles
H. Townes, then a physicist at Columbia
University, and his brother-in-law, Arthur
L. Schawlow, of Bell Laboratories. Their
reasoning was based upon fundamentals
of atomic physics, known for years.

B

he

Flash
Lamp

Fig. 3: Stimulating Natural Random Fluorescence
Radiation).
The maser is used in today's low-

Coherent Light: Before we examine Dr.
Maiman's ruby laser, let's start with an

noise, supersensitive microwave

understanding of coherent light as
opposed to random or ordinary light.
Ordinary light from the sun, an electric

receivers.
The theories of

Drs. Townes and

efore Dr. Townes developed the
theory that made the laser a reality,

Schawlow, which will be explored in this
article, were proved correct in 1960 when

bulb or from an open fire is radiated in a
disordered pattern of colors. It has many

had

Theodore H. Maiman of Hughes Aircraft

different

devoted

his efforts

to the

intensities and directions.

the new SadelCO
MODEL FS -73313/SUPER

DUAL RANGE
(VHF/Superband)

has an economy price tag
that you'll really like...
Call us or write for your free color
brochure.
Portable test instruments by Sadelco are
available at major CAN Distributors.
299 Park Avenue, Weehawken, New Jersey 07087 /201-866-0912
General representative for Europe: Catec AG LuzerniSwitzerland, Habsburgerstr 22.
Tel 041-41.75-50 Telex TELFI 78168. IN CANADA: Comm-Pies Electronics Ltd.

Because of this disorder, ordinary light is

absorb green light, thus leaving a red

termed incoherent.

color. This is why rubies are naturally red.
When the photoflash light surrounding

U

Dr. Maiman's ruby rod was turned on, the

ntil 20 years ago, everyone accepted
the fact that light was incoherent.

Nothing could be done about it. Then, in
1958, Drs. Townes and Schawlow

until the coherent beam of light burst forth
through the partially transparent mirror.
The analogy is apparent to anyone

green light of the flash excited some of the

familiar with a particle accelerator.
For the sake of simplicity, this story has

electrons in the chromium atoms—

been restricted to the ruby laser (Figure

developed the theory that light could be
made to behave. They theorized: Every
wave of light from a particular source
could be made identical to every other
wave of light produced from the same

light reflected
by mirrors

mirror

ruby rod

semitransparent
mirror

source.
As identical light waves, all would be
the same size (wavelength), direction and
intensity. Hence, the controlled light
waves would be coherent; and they could
be

employed

for

many

useful

appli-

cations.
Early Predictions: In 1962 the author
interviewed Dr. Townes for a report in a
national weekly magazine. Iasked him
about potential uses of the laser, the
death ray of the future. At that time, he
predicted lasers would find many uses—
from cutting tiny holes in industrial
diamonds to welding "unweldable"
materials; from controlled beams
surgeons would use with greater
accuracy than a scalpel to missile
tracking; and from a laser typewriter
eraser to communications in outer space.

I
l
a
igs
h
e
t
r
electrode

gas-filled glass coil

Fig. 4: The Ruby Laser
pushing those atoms up to higher orbits
(Figure 2). Then as the excited atoms fell
back to their normal levels, the absorbed
green light was re-emitted as red light,
giving rise to the well-known fluorescence of the natural ruby.

ith the exception of the laser beam
for erasing type (which this writer
could use), all of Dr. Townes' predictions
have been realized. In 1964, he was

The trouble with natural fluorescence is
that it is incoherent, like other random
light. Hence, we have so far only seen a
ruby stimulated into natural red
fluorescence

awarded the Noble Prize for physics.
Now, let's study Dr. Maiman's ruby

Taming the Electrons: To tame
millions of unruly electrons in the ruby and

laser illustrated in Figure 3. The ruby rod
was positioned at the center of a spiral
glass tube filled with xeon gas. When a

to make the laser "lase," Drs. Townes and
Schawlow had devised a complicated

W

current was passed through the gas, it
glowed brightly to illuminate the ruby rod.
This light provided the energy required

electrode

system. The excited electrons, which
jump to higher orbits, are extremely
unstable

and

ready

to

release their

4). It produces only single bursts or pulses
of light at a time.
Semiconductors: Laser action has
been observed in avariety of substances
such as neodymium glass and calciumfluoride, doped with gallium arsenide.
Continuous helium-argon (gas) lasers,
which look like ordinary neon tubes,
provide much lower power and drastically
reduced temperatures than the pulsed
lasers. And semiconductor materials like
gallium arsenide have been used to
produce both continuous visible and
near-visible light.

T

he continuous laser and its successor, the solid-state injection laser, are
more useful tools for surgery, metal-

working and broadband telecommuni-

excess energy.

cations.
A continuous laser will insure ultra-

to excite the atoms of the ruby.
To impart direction to those energized
atoms, a special reflecting mirror was
formed on one end of the laser rod. A

y exposing the excited electrons to
light waves of the same wavelength
to those they are about to emit, the excited

semitransparent

was

electrons can be "triggered" to emit their

high-frequency stability and purity with
minimal degradation of the light beam.
With solid-state injection, laser action

Hotter Than the Sun: When the ruby rod
was energized by the externally applied

excess energy sooner than they would
ordinarily and exactly in phase with the
triggering waves to reinforce those waves

synchronized pulses.
Audio, Video and

light—a photographer's flash tube wound
around the rod like acorkscrew—a bright

of electrons.
Unfortunately,

red beam shot through the semitransparent mirror. That light was parallel,
coherent, and millions of times hotter than

were lost in the general disorder of the
extraneous incoherent light.
To solve that problem, the initially

the sun!

emitted light waves were passed right
back into the pool of excited electrons.

reflecting

mirror

formed on the other end.

S

ynthetic ruby consists of a crystal of
aluminum oxide in which afew of the
aluminum atoms have been replaced by
chromium atoms. The chromium atoms
14 C-ED October '77

B

may be turned on and off, at will, to obtain
Data:

Since

the

intense beam of coherent light emitted by
the

amplified

waves

the laser can theoretically accommodate
80-million television channels of the
present 6 MHz bandwidth ...and since
more than a million characters per
second of noise-free data can be
transmitted within each 6 MHz channel

forth between the two mirrors millions of

.the question, with apologies to
Newton Minnow, is: Will that million-times

times, a powerful chain reaction was
initiated and amplified billions of times—

adequately? CED

As excited electrons passed back and

more vast wasteland ever be utilized

If we didn't make
'Lumifoam ifi
so easy to strip,
someone else might
be number one.
If you haven't started using
'Lumifoam III in your cable system, you
ought to seriously consider it next time
you need cable. It's no coincidence so
many people use it already. It's really good.
In attenuation for instance 'Lumifoam
III has the lowest numbers in the industry.
Besides helping to bring your subscribers
better picture quality, it can also save
you the cost and maintenance of an
amplifier or two.
The gas injected polyethylene in
'Lumifoam DI lets you strip it cleaner than
most other low loss cables. And its
heftier body means you don't have to
handle it with kid gloves.

Yet, it not only installs easily, it hangs
tougher. Sensible adhesion combined with
compression are so controlled, moisture
migration just doesn't happen. The
seamless outer conductor also bestows
it with lasting electrical and mechanical
strength to keep your subscribers happier,
longer.
Of course, you shouldn't be surprised
by all this. Nor by the fact that 'Lumifoam
is now competitively priced. Nor by
the fact we've got ateam of experts
across the country to give technical
advice when you need it.
After all, if we didn't give so many
people so many reasons to buy our cable,
someone else might be number one.
For more information, call Bud
Desmond, Times Wire & Cable,
Wallingford, CT (203) 265-2361. Or call
your nearest Man From Times.

Times Wire &Cable

The *1 Cable Company

358 Hall Avenue, Wallingford, CT 06492
(203) 265-2361 Phoenix, AZ (602) 278-5576
DIVISION OF TIMES FIBER COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

'THE ONLY TAP
OF ITS KIND
ditbeffle,

AND ONLY $7.25 (5.501
No other tap provides this protection:
• Baked-on, Polyurethane Finish plus aTotally Water Sealed Assembly
• Patented Non-Shearing Center Seizure Mechanism • Modular • 5-300 MHz
• Eye-level Center Seizure Connections •

With astandard irridite finish
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Emjay Electronics
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404-963-7870
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Systems Inc.
NON-DUPLICATION AND MULTIPLE CHANNEL SWITCHER
Model DC P-6000
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1/30 Minute Switching Intervals
1/7 Day Programming on
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1/No Pins—Nc Diodes
No Switches
1/Optical Reader
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l"Switches DC-300Mhz
90 dB-isolation
1/Solid State electronic logic
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with accuracy of AC Line Frequency
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Program 2 to 50 channels
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New 1978 CableFile
More Information on cable than ever before!
Yes, send me the new 1978 edition
D Enclosed is my check for $24.95 ($29.95 after
December 1, 1977)
D Bill me 0 Send information on group discounts

Name
Company
Address
City

State

Colorado residents add 31
2 % sales tax
/

Zip
18

More information on cable
than ever before with the
1978 CableFile

New!
CableFile contains these unique features
for the system operator:

bleFil

—FCC Performance Test Logs which provide
convenient, tear-out or copiable forms for use in the
local system
—The latest FCC data, rules and regulations
—Financial and management ideas
—Sixteen ways to test frequency
— Cable Vision's "Tech Workbook" in its entirety

CableFile contains these unique
features for both the individual
system operator, MS0 executive and
anyone with an interest in cable:
—Quick-reference phone number
listings for cable TV equipment and
service—the "Call Book"—cross
referenced and complete
—Special information on
translators, STV, MDS, earth
stations and microwave systems
—Quick reference charts on
the state of cable in 1977-78
—An analytical financial
comparison of publicly
held cable companies.
—Plus much, much more.

Order before
December 1and
save! Now $24.95
—after December
1, 1977, $29.95.

Continental Cablevision
Tops Off Dayton TV Tower
BUTLER TOWNSHIP, OHIO—Continental Cablevision of Miami Valley, Inc.
topped off its North of Dayton cablevision
system tower with the assistance of city
and Continental Cablevision officials. The
tower, located in Butler Township, will
serve as the reception point for the
Englewood, Union, Trotwood and
Vandalia CATV system, now nearing
completion.
The two hundred foot tower is the
"heart" of the system. The tower will
receive off-air signals from channels 2, 7,
16 and 22. It will also receive, via
microwave from Continental's Huber
Heights tower, channel 4 from Indianapolis, channel 43 from Cleveland, channel
34 from Columbus and channels 9, 12
and 19 from Cincinatti.

station WGN to cable systems with earth
station dishes.
United Video ranks among the top five
as amiscellaneous terrestrial microwave
common carrier. It has 3,500 route miles
and serves 108 cable television systems.
The cable TV systems served by United
Video have over a half-million viewing
subscribers and pass more than amillion
homes.
Present Spurious Emission
Requirement Should Be Maintained,
NAB Says
WASHINGTON,

D.C.—The National

Association of Broadcasters disagrees
with aproposal to limit to -90 dB spurious
emissions from high-power broadcast
transmitters and urges that the present
tolerance be maintained.
Spurious emissions are those outside
authorized channels and the FCC has
proposed the new tolerance for
submission to the 1979 World Administrative Radio Conference.
In a filing with the Commission, NAB
said there is no evidence that nations
meeting the present international
standard are causing widespread
interference across their borders.
Furthermore, in many instances,

AO
.
Pulling the last section into piaceare(leftto-right): Jim Novak, chief technician,
Continental Cablevision; Tom Hanna,
manager Dayton Systems North,
Continental Cablevision; Bob McNay,
Trotwood City manager; Eric Wharton,
Trotwood City assistant manager; Bill
Cooper, Mayor of Union, and Don
McMahon, tower site owner.
United Video Files With
FCC To Carry Station WGN
To Earth Station Dishes
TULSA, OK—United Video, Inc., has filed
for permission with the Federal
Communications Commission to carry
the company's first satellite programming
by offering Chicago-based independent
20 C-ED October '77

compliance with the -90 dB requirement
would impose technical and/or economic hardships upon licensees without
justification.
The Association stated that the
suggested suppression levels may be
beyond practicality because the
measurement could be made under ideal
conditions such as during the manufacturing process, but would be difficult, if not
impossible, under actual field conditions.

TCA Selects C-COR
For New Iberia Rebuild
STATE COLLEGE, PA—Texas Community Antennas group has announced the
selection of C-COR Electronics for
amplifiers and mainline passives in
rebuilding its New Iberia, Louisiana
systems recently purchased from Vision
Cable Communications, Inc.
The 80-mile rebuild will involve anew
tower and tower site, and all new
electronics. The rebuilt system will have a
21-channel capability and will utilize CCOR's 32 dB spaced, modulated pilot
controlled trunk amplifiers. The project is
expected to take one and one-half years.

Wideband Communcations
To Impact Travel
NEW

CANAAN,

CT—Communications

satellites and fiber optic technologies will
be combined to provide universallyavailable, inexpensive, wideband
communications within the next few
years, according to a new 223-page
report published by International
Resource Development, Inc., a market
research firm.
In the report, entitled the "Impact of
Wideband Communications," the IRD
predicts that the launching of the IBMbacked Satellite Business Systems
service will be just the first step towards
the proliferation of wideband telecommunications, which up to the present has
been too expensive for all but ahandful of
major communications users. The new
communications channels will have a
major affect on the economics of
teleconferencing, electronic mail and
data communications.
Included In the IRD report is an
analysis of the expected effects of
wideband telecommunications on the
television, CATV and movie industries.
The IRD research team concluded, after
analyzing the probable development of
satellite systems and fiber optic
communications over the next ten years,
that the newly-available wideband
channels would permit two-way CATV
and television services to be available to
most of the U.S. population by 1987. This,
according to IRO, would cut deeply into
the present domination of TV entertainment by the major TV networks, and
would hasten the development of a
variety of "Pay-TV" services, not only for
entertainment but also for delivering
medical, educational and commercial
services of several kinds. These
applications will be limitless.

Alron Offers Unique Expertise In
Fast-Growing CATV Industry
MELVILLE, NY—Alron Communications,
Inc. has announced its expanded
capability as management, technical and
financial consultants to the cable
television and related industries.
The company provides complete,
expert counseling' and opportunities in
investing, making acquisitions, marketing
of products and services and supplying
research and in-depth analysis of any
area within these industries.

f

NEWS
RCA Americom Links Hawaii
And Maryland For Nasa
PISCATAWAY, N.J.—The National
Aeronautics and Space Administration's
tracking station in Hawaii is now linked to
the Goddard Space Flight Center in
Maryland by RCA American Communications' satellite system.
The Kokee Park Space Tracking and
Data Acquisition Network (STDN) station
gathers data from experimental satellites
in earth orbit.
Completing the space communications link is RCA Americom's new earth
station at Barking Sands Naval Air Station,
Hawaii. That station, which is dedicated to
government use, is connected by
microwave to the Kokee Park STDN
station on the island of Kauai. The RCA
Americom satellite system and earth
station provide a high speed, 56 kilobitsper-second digital circuit carrying data in
both directions between NASA's Kokee
Park facility and the Goddard Space
Center in Greenbelt, Maryland.
The new facility at Barking Sands
uses a 10-meter diameter parabolic
antenna. At Goddard, a similar earth

NOW...

station, also owned and operated by RCA
Americom, is dedicated to government
services.
NASA's stringent requirements for
high reliability television and data
transmission are being met by RCA
Americom in support of several
continuing programs, such as the Viking I
and II photographs of Mars and the Space
Shuttle.
RCA Americom's domestic satellite
system provides private line telephone,
television and data communications
services for the media, business and
government.

Mark IV series of push-pull integrated
circuit amplifiers and M4X series of line
extenders.

AEL To Rebuild Kilgore,
Texas CATV Plant
MONTGOMERYVILLE, PA—Kilgore
Cable TV, an affiliate of Wehco Video, Inc.,
has awarded the CATV Communications
Division of America Electronic Laboratories, Inc. (AEL), a turnkey contract for
construction of a cable TV system in
Kilgore, Texas.
The system will utilize AEL's latest
state-of-the-art CATV equipment, the

Shown at the contract signing (left-to-right)
are: Robert C. Bailey, vice president and
general manager, CATV Communications Division of AEL; Ed Hopper, vice
president, tVehco Video, Inc.; and David
P. Mooney, general manager, Kilgore
Cable TV.

a low cost satellite TV receiver

New Model 1100-FFC Satellite TV receivers feature a
tunable, stand-alone receiver specifically designed to reduce
the cost of adding TV channels to existing or new Receive
Only Terminals.
These receivers offer the same video,

Compact
Only 31
2 " high, the rack mount Model 1100-FFC is
/
fully EIA and CCIR compatible. A full range of options are
available. Please consult factory for further details.

audio and related performance specifications as Microdyne's
widely accepted Model 1100-TVR(VT) Receiver, including

Custom Engineering Service

the standard 8.0 dB C/N threshold performance.

For those operators wishing to install their own systems, Microdyne Corporation will provide complete techni-

Minimum Cost

cal analysis and recommendations tailored to specific system requirements at no cost.
Being one of the most
experienced RF manufacturers, Microdyne's free Engineering Service will result in substantial cost savings for
anyone installing their own system.

All current TV channels plus others to follow can be
readily accommodated at minimum cost. Simply add an
1100-FFC Receiver for each channel required. Total backup can be provided by using any compatible receiver
capable of being quickly tuned.

Microdyne Model 1100-FFC
Satellite Earth Terminal TV Receiver

MICRODYNE
CORPORATION

Why not
investigate
Microdyne
before you buy?
See us at WCTA Booth #126

P. O. Box 1527

Telephone (301) 762-8500

627 Lofstrand Lane

TINX 710-828-0477

Rockville, Maryland 20850

Cable MICRODYNE Rockville, Maryland USA

EIA Communications Delegation
On Satellite Communications
Returns From China
WASHINGTON, D.C.—A delegation
representing EIA member companies
interested in satellite communications
visited China, August 8-17. The following
statement is a consensus of the
delegation: "The recent eight-man
delegation on satellite telecommunications sent to the People's Republic of
China, sponsored by the Communications Division of the Electronic Industries
Association, was warmly received by its
host, the China National Machinery
Import and Export Corporation."
During the delegation's eight-day
visit, the American visitors witnessed a
two-day formal seminar, and some U.S.
visitors briefed their Chinese hosts on
specific areas of company interest.
During avisit to an industrial exhibit in
Peking, the delegation was shown atenmeter satellite earth station. The earth
station, constructed of high quality and
good design concept, is clearly intended
to be part of a domestic satellite system.
How many of these stations have been
built by the Chinese is unclear. It also is
not known what type of satellite the

WHAT Po IDO
WHEN ICANT
GeTA #6X!!
REPLACEMENT

Chinese intend to utilize with the
indigeneous earth stations.
The Chinese appeared to be interested in a variety of satellite services, and
were particularly curious about optimum
use of various portions of spectrum for
various services.
The trip was an exploratory one and
delegation members learned agreat deal
about the state of technology in the
People's Republic of China. "No concrete
business resulted from the visit as of this
point," stated the concensus, "but further
contacts with China National Machinery
Import and Export are expected."
The delegation was chaired by Sidney
Topol, president, Scientific-Atlanta and
chairman of EIA's Communications
Division; Carl Faflick, vice president and
assistant group executive, Space and
Communications Group, Hughes Aircraft
Company; James Hillier, executive vice
president and senior scientist, RCA
Corporation; Thomas Campobasso,
executive vice president, Collins Radio
International, Inc.; David Leeson,
president and chairman, California
Microwave; Frank Barnes, senior vice
president, Product Group Manager,
Telecommunications Equipment and
Systems, ITT Corporation; and John
Sodolski, vice president, Communications
Division, Electronic Industries Association.
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Shown are some of the newer Chinesemade equipment in the Peking Telegraph
Office. The explanation was given by Mr.
Chu, the chief engineer, to Tom
Campobasso of Rollins (his back to the
camera) and Carl Fa flick of GTE (on the
right). The man behind the camera was
James Hillier of RCA Corporation.
Cyclotron Corporation Receives
Order From New England
Nuclear Corporation
BERKELEY, CA.—The Cyclotron Corporation (OTC) today announced receipt of
an order from New England Nuclear
Corporation for aModel CS-30 cyclotron
valued at approximately $800,000 and
scheduled for installation next year.

Crowley, La., Rebuilding
With C-COR
STATE COLLEGE, PA.—Rebuilding of the
Crowley, Louisiana, cable television
system is about 50 percent complete,
according to A.L. Bruno, Manager of the
Telecable Associates systems in the
Lafayette, Louisiana, area. Amplifiers and
mainline passives manufactured by CCOR Electronics, Inc., of State College,
Pennsylvania, are being used to replace
the SKL amplifiers. Approximately fifteen
miles of plant will also be added in
conjunction with the rebuild. For more
information, contact Jim Parker.

Hughes Sets Washington Area
Replay For Its Seminar
On Ground Terminals
TORRANCE, CA.—Hughes Aircraft
Company's microwave communications
products will move its seminar on satellite
earth terminal technology to the
Washington, D.C., area for the first time in
October.
The three-day seminar, to be held
October 5, 6 and 7at Stouffer's National
Center Hotel in Arlington, Viriginia, is one
of a series on ground stations used by
CATV system operators to receive
satellite-transmitted television programming. The meetings are designed to brief
technical management personnel from
CATV systems throughout the country
with both the theory and practice entailed
in the use of satellite receiving terminals.
Speakers will include industry figures
from both Hughes and outside companies
involved in providing equipment and
services to the CATV industry. Briefings
will cover the design, installation and
operation of ground terminals, as well as
discussions on site considerations and
maintenance procedure.
Among the scheduled speakers and
topics are: Grover Cooper, attorney-atlaw, Fisher, Wayland, Southmayd and
Cooper, "FCC Licensing Procedures;"
Joseph P. Smith, CATV consultant, Smith
Cooper Associates, "Business Planning
for Earth Stations"; Byron B. Jarvis, CATV
and broadcast consultant, Metz and
Jarvis, "Economics of Earth Stations";
Carl D. Van Hecke, manager of product
planning, Andrew Corporation, "Earth
Station Antennas"; and Robert Tenten,
director of engineering, Home Box Office,
"Satellite Video Link."
A similar meeting is scheduled for
January 16, 17 and 18, 1978 in Kansas
City, Kansas.

it's the only
way to steal...
when you use a
TONER lockable cabinet
Total security begins with TONER SUPER-SECURETM lockable
cabinets. The best protection for your CATV and PAY TV
system equipment. From an assortment of in-stock
cabinets there is an answer to your every need.
Send for our free brochure today! See what
TONER lockable cabinets are all about.
You'll be glad you did.

Please send me your free brochure on TONER'S
lockable cabinets.
NAME

.13LE EQUIPMENT, INC.
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A C-ED Exclusive

Bob Luff's First Interview

A New
Generation At
The NCTA
C-ED: What is your mission as vice president of engineering
at the NCTA?
Luff: My purpose is two-fold. First, is the technical side of the
industry. Because most of the systems are rather small or
medium-size, it's difficult for them to address the broader overall
technical

issues:

engineering

standards,

standard

graphic

symbols, safety standards, product awareness and information
dispersion of new information, new techniques and new
standards. Ithink our Washington office can muster resources
and get that information out to those systems so we serve the
technical side of the cable industry by cooperative measures.
The second phase, of course, is the broader representation of
the cable industry in Washington. The Federal Communications
Commission,

the

Federal

Aviation

Administration,

National

Academy of Science and other research and educational
institutions have alot to offer as long as there's a continuous
dialogue between the technical problems of the industry and
those who have the resources and the finances to address the
issues.
C-ED: With your background—seven years at the
commission, good education and young age—what led you to the
NCTA?
Luff: The job offers a lot of opportunities. It's a very exciting
growing industry. Cable is relatively new compared to other forms
of telecommunications. In addition, my total working career so far
has been with the federal government and the FCC. While I'm
reasonably conversant with all the radio industries, it's impossible
to get into all their in-depth details. It's satisfying to try and know
every crack and crevice of this industry's problems, and Iget a
feeling of accomplishment. After several years, you can look
back and see how things were before you came on the scene.
Also, there was an opening and the timing—the chairman was
leaving—made it necessary for me to decide whether to stay in
the federal government or to leave to go into one of the
telecommunications industries. Ihappened to choose the cable
industry.
C-ED: Are you surprised to be here now?
Luff: Definitely not. After seven years of being in a regulatory

Engineering vp Bob Luff hard at work.

Luff: I had an impression of newness, of perhaps even
adolescence. Idon't think there was as much recognition or
respect for the technical community in the cable industry as there
was perhaps in broadcasting or the common carrier or satellite
industries.
Cable has come a long way, even in the last year, mostly
because of the small aperature earth station issue. The cable
industry very properly and professionally represented itself
before the commission and won a major victory over those who
would have kept the satellites at a very large aperature, at high
cost and high technical performance even though it was perhaps
not necessary for the cable industry's own requirements. And I
think that began the change in philosophy or attitude of the
commission towards the cable industry. Part of the problem
comes from the commission's long recognition of broadcast

agency where patterns are such that you see both sides of issues

engineering, so much so that FCC commercial examinations are
used to measure the capabilities of broadcast engineers. Of
course when you invest that amount of time and resources in a

and hear all arguments. You try to take the best points and put
together a reasonable decision. It may be hard philosophically for

program to—in effect—certify the broadcast engineers, and you
don't have the similar programs of cable engineers, there is some

some to appreciate giving that up and going with just one industry
where you're representing that particular side. Ithink in the
technical area, the engineering area, there are so many

industries have been around longer so the personalities are
better known to the commission structure.

alternatives, on top of the political and other types of decisions
that have to be factored in.
C-ED: Without characterizing any individual person's
attitude, when you were at the FCC, what kind of an image did the
cable industry have from behind those doors on the eighth floor?
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internal bias. And the broadcast and other telecommunication

C-ED: When you were at the commission, what impressed
you most when an industry came to present its case? What is
that makes adifference when you're headed toward adecision?
You might want to talk about the small aperature earth station.
Luff: Most important for me was a feeling Iwasn't being

Robert Luff is the new vice president of engineering for the
National Cable Television Association. Before coming on-board
NCTA, Lull devoted seven years to the FCC. He was most
recently, engineering assistant to chairman Richard E. Wiley.
Prior to those two years, Luff was chief engineer at the FCC for
five years.
After the death of Delmer Ports. the NCTA uncle:nook an
intensive search for someone talented and qualified to fill the
position of vice president of engineering for the NCTA. The quest
ended when Robert Lull, age thirty, agreed ta fill that position.
Communications-Engineering Digest's Washington Bureau
Chief Brian Lamb was able to get Robert Luff's first interview. The
exclusive interview for C-ED follows.

Hazel Dyson and Robert Luff discuss the agenda for the day.
handed a line. The cable industry has always been very
straightforward and honest in its arguments. This is one of the
reasons, Ithink, it's come as far as they have in recent years.
C-ED: Even though you're new in the job, and by your own
admission you still have alot to learn about the cable industy: If
you could look in acrystal ball, what are the two or three technical
things that could make problems for the industry down the road?
Or if FCC regulations could be changed, what would improve the
ability to build systems?
Luff: Ithink the cable systems have got to recognize they are
but one of many telecommunications industries all jammed
together sharing a natural resource. And the problem with the
integrity of the system itself is leakage due to poor maintenance
or improperly installed connectors or cable fittings that in turn
cause energy in the cable system to leak out and interfere with
other users' rights to the spectrum.
It's aserious question. The commission addressed tne cable
leakage issue recently in report and order 21006. But the problem
isn't solved. There's a black mark against the indusky—the
installation practices, the lack of a good instal:er's manual,
training in the industry at the basic installer's level—it all needs
constant attention by all systems, by the whole cable industry or
it's going to get worse; it's going to cause skepticism, or at least
conservative action on the part of the commission.
There'll be further de-regulation, particularly in :he technical
area. Ithink that's number one; cable systems have got to pay a
lot of attention to this cable leakage and the installation practices
of systems, if it intends the commission to roil back some of its

regulations in that area.
Another area, of course, is safety. The cable industry is rather
small and growing but the number of situations—linemen
climbing poles without any proper instructions, shock hazards,
exposures, and what have you—are just something we've also
got to look at for the sake of the industry itself.
Another long term area, of course, is just the quality of the
picture. Again, this usually comes down to construction practices
and installation techniques. When the amplifiers and the cables
are well designed, systems still (when they go through rate
increases or further negotiations on the franchise) find stacks of
letters at city hall complaining of the quality of service.
C-ED: On one issue you raised—the FAA problem and
leakage—where does that stand right now?
Luff: The commission has issued its final decision. Its action
in that matter: That is, the NCTA offset frequency proposal as an
alternative to the FAA's request for an outright band, or at least
very burdensome monitoring and signal leakage requirements. It
would require the cable systems to offset their pilot or carrier
frequencies 50 or 100 kHz away from active FAA channels in their
particular area—it happens to be 60-mile radius around the
system. Alot of the details as to the actual procedures of
implementing that order are still to be thrashed out by the
commission and the cable industry, such as how does acable
system know what is an active FAA frequency? Cable systems, of
course, add and take pilot carriers and other signals off and on
occasionally, and with required filing period of 60 days ahead of
time, it's aburden to the cable industry when it doesn't know what
the FAA frequencies are in the area. And that causes advance
planning problems because there's a lead time on equipment.
You have to make orders and make some decisions in perhaps
six months before the planned actual construction. And the FAA
is not static either; it is occasionally changing its terrestrial
circuits, so that at six months there may not be a time that
system's only monitoring. So it does require coordination through
Washington, through the FCC, through FAA, to determine what
existing or future systems may be in a particular area.
C-ED: Do you think it's the responsibility of the FAA to let the
cable system know, or the local airports to let the local system
know, that they're operating on certain frequencies?
Luff: Well, it's going to be very burdensome to a party, no
matter how it turns out. It looks now, from those recent discussions
I've had with the commission, like the FAA and the commission
are going to share the majority of the burden. The way it looks,
cable systems are going to file with the commission what
frequencies they're using in midband and superband channels.
And the commission will then coordinate with the FAA, because
even the commission does not have an updated roster as to what
precisely the FAA is using throughout the country. The FAA then
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will have to search that list and compare it with its active files as to
which areas are in operation or plan to be in operation that would
be in conflict; it then would notify the commission of those
conflicts.
The commission will, in turn, be back in touch with the cable
system, advising them of apotential conflict, and, of course, there
is still the provision that a waiver request could be made by the
cable operator even though there is a conflict between the
system and the FAA, assuming it can meet the commission's
requirements for a responsible signal monitoring and leakage
detection practice method.
C-ED: Do you have any idea how many systems in the
country, on a percentage basis, would be affected by this
decision?
Luff: Well, Idon't know the exact number now. Its probably
down in the less than 20 percent bracket.
C-ED: Who would those 20 percent be? Would they be
around airports?
Luff: Take the combination of a system that's using a large
number of channels and, therefore, has moved into the midband
and superband spectrum. It has to be a system that is probably

What's atrap worth...
when it doesn't work!
VITEK's Super Trap
works...for Long-Term
Pay TV Security!
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• Durability above and beyond any other trap on the
market ... (resists moisture, temperature variations and it can survive afall from a200-foot tower)
and, because of our more durable construction it
will last longer than the drop cable you are now
using.
environment (looks like adrop cable around its
installation).
But that's not the whole story ...
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located near a major air traffic control center or congested air
travel route in order for the statistics to show he does fall right on
top of an FAA frequency. But the number is going to continue to
rise as systems expand the number of channels and services they
provide.
It also has an additional problem in that there may be, in some
areas, several sets that would be required of asingle system, and
in moving off of one, you may force all of the channels into the
midband. If he's using channels A, B, and C, and he happens to

• A low profile because it blends in with its

VITEK

"I think the cable systems have got
to recognize they are but one of
many telecommunications industries all jammed together sharing
a natural resource."
—Robert Luff

ELECTRONICS,
INC.

have aconflict on A, as he moves it up ahundred kC, he may end
up having to move his channel A, B, C and D, or anything else he
has up the same amount, so that the 6MHz separation between
channels is maintained.
C-ED: How much is it going to cost the cable operator for the
offset gear?
Luff: Well, it's probably not a matter of great capital
expenditure as much as it is the investment of his labor and
readjusting the equipment that he has at the headend. Generally
the process is that the signal is brought in via this headend and
microwave or satellite receiver and he comes into an RF
generator-modulator process, and at that point there is acrystal
that determines the output frequency of that device. If it turns out
that crystal happens to cause the signal to fall on top of an FAA
protected channel, then that crystal will have to be removed and
another crystal reordered and installed. Generally the frequency
shift is so slight as to not require amassive retuning of the device.
But it does require the labor, installation and some down time,
and, of course, any time you take the back off of a piece of
(Cont'd on Page 30)
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The most popular technical manual in the industry is planning a few
surprises.
Communications-Engineering Digest, the broadband/cablevision engineering journal you have all come to trust for accurate
information, to turn to for the latest equipment developments, and
to rely upon for the best in technical news is undergoing a transformation.
As the official publication of The Society of Cable Television
Engineers, C-ED has enjoyed a favored reputation with industry technicians.
To further our commitment to the SCTE, forthcoming issues
will be provided as a free service.
We, at Titsch Publishing, are proud of our record of maintaining a
magazine for the engineers alone.
C-ED's sister publication, CableVision, is known industry-wide for its excellent news and editorial
commentaries.
The managerial aspect of CableVision and the technological emphasis of C-ED are no accident.
In order to completely fulfill our commitment to the engineers in the
cable industry, the new C-ED format will include an international
column, a system profile section, expanded feature stories, a bibliography of recent published reports, reader comments and a technological section in each issue.
We invite you to receive this free technical journal for your system
engineers.
Just fill out and return the enclosed card.

obert Titsch
Publisher
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(Cont'cl from Page 26)

C-ED: When is it that effective?

equipment and do anything to it, you're subjecting yourself to
secondary problems.
C-ED: There's not really much cost to it? It's not a heavy
expenditure?
Luff: The decision is so new—I would just say the actual
purchase of equipment is probably not going to be where the cost
is as much as what the requirement will be. Ithink it's a good
requirement; that when systems are using midband frequencies,
the commission requires that they develop an acceptable
program for monitoring, detecting and correcting the leakage.
That's something the cable systems should be doing anyway. So
Idon't think it's fair to charge that cost to this decision, because it's
just good engineering practice and something systems should be
attentive to.
C-ED: You know, there are some cable systems that don't
even tell anybody they exist. What happens if aguy in an airport
area doesn't comply and causes an airplane accident? Is he
liable? Can he be taken to court? What would happen to him, if it
was discovered that the cable system didn't comply with the
rules?
Luff: Idon't have aprecise answer to that. Ithink it would be
extremely remote that anything so disastrous as that would
occur. We've never had a situation where a cable system has
caused reported harmful interference to air traffic. We have had
reports of an annoyance, of breaking asquelch, of obvious jiggling
of the navigational equipment and indicators. But we haven't had
a situation where there is a complete outage of sufficient
magnitude to cause ahundred percent break in communications.
Obviously, the system would be in violation of at least the signal
leakage rules and other provisions in that final report-in-order.

TRIPLE CROWN
ELECTRONICS INC.

Luff: Effective January 1st, 1978, and the system could at
least be served with a cease and desist order from the
commission if it didn't show adequate concern and develop a
program to correct that situation immediately.
C-ED: What have you learned about the small earth station
since you've been watching its development?
Luff: It certainly is providing the cable industry with another
program distribution alternative. Some systems are located so
that microwave or off-air pickup of additional signals is just not
economically feasible. And the earth station concept is basically
the same—its technology basically provides the same type of
service around the country for about the same cost regardless of
how remote the cable system headend may be. It offers anew
variety of programming choices that perhaps aren't available via
direct pickup or microwave.

"The Society of Cable Television
Engineers is relatively new on the
scene, but it's growing. Iencouraged the activities. Any group is
welcome that can come into the
cable area and help address the
issues before us."
—Robert Luff

C-ED: Do you think there's any chance the small 4.5-meter
earth station will ever get smaller?
Luff: Idon't know. Many people are certainly looking at that. I
question whether it'll get smaller in that frequency band. There
are other alternatives in the 12 GHz region of the spectrum where
antennas are much smaller. In fact, shortly before Ileft the
commission, the chief engineer's office had such a12 GHz dish

, ••,1
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set up on the carpet inside an office facing the direction of the
satellite. The people just pulled up the Venetian blinds and turned
the equipment on. After 10 or 15 minutes of alignment, they
received avery acceptable TV picture from the CTS satellite.
C-ED: CTS is the Canadian?
Luff: Yes, Canadian experimental satellite, and the dish was
about four feet in diameter. Unfortunately, it has one drawback: at
that frequency range, it's susceptible to rain altitudes during very
heavy cloudbursts.
But the cost is such that with duplication of antennas located
several miles apart, the probability of outage by such aheavy rain
squall would be insignificant. It could be an attractive alternative
to some of the systems of the future.
C-ED: What about fiber optics? This is avery touchy issue
with many cable people. They were very much opposed to it a
couple of years ago. Now, everybody's talking about
experimenting with it. Are the attitudes changing and should they
be changing?

Luff: Idon't have a position on fiber optics one way or the
other. It's encouraging that people feel there's sufficient promise
in fiber optics to continue to experiment. It serves the cable
industry—all the telecommunications industries—to keep
pursuing promising technologies. If atechnology doesn't seem
as attractive as other alternatives for one reason or another, it's

not a reason to give up exploring and exploiting its possibilities.
We've seen too many times how quickly things can change

and signal leakage programs.
C-ED: Do you feel the Society of Cable Television Engineers

with one major technological breakthrough. Fiber optics'
manufacturing process costs, in addition to the cost of the fiber
optics itself, is coming down quickly. The process of taking the

is doing the job it set out to do?
Luff: It's relatively new on the scene, but it's growing. I

optical signals and processing them in regenerative, repeatertype processes, is where some of the key technological
breakthroughs are going to have to develop in order for it to be

encouraged the activities. Any group is welcome that can come
into the cable area and help address the issues before us; help us
grow up and stand shoulder-to-shoulder with other industries
many years older in front of the American public. Ithink just as

completely competitive or perhaps even take over the coaxial

IEEE has addressed the broader areas of electrical engineering

technology.
C-ED: What about your own goals in this job? For starters,

without stepping on the toes of other trade associations, that the

how long do you think you can stay interested in this kind of thing?
Luff: Ihope there's no limit. Ithink it will depend a lot on the
industry, on the progress I'm able to make and just the general
health of the industry itself. It looks very favorable, and I'm looking
toward a long career in the cable industry.
C-ED: What do you want? Before you eventually leave this
job, won't there be a couple of things ticking away in your head
saying, "I want to do x, y, and zbefore Iget out of this job." What
are those things right now?
Luff: If the cable industry develops as Ithink it will, Ihave
mixed emotions. Ilike the Washington, D.C. area. My home's
here; my family's close by; and Ihave no great desire to leave. On
one side, there's a strong force to look at what's available in my
area of expertise—telecommunications—so Ican maintain my
home in the area. The other side of the coin, of course, is that if
cable develops, the opportunities are going to be great
throughout the country in many areas—perhaps chief engineer
of a large MSO, or in the manufacturing side. For example, the
small aperature of earth station technology may greatly develop
and there may be opportunities there.
There seems to be a great requirement for all kinds of
literature in educational publications addressing specifically the
cable industry which Ior others may be interested in developing.

SCTE definitely has a place in the cable industry.
C-ED: When you break down the amount of time you'll spend,
how much of that time will be at the FCC?
Luff: Probably about 10 or 15 percent. It would seem like
more, but so much has to be done and there are so few of us right
now. Correspondence from the membership, keeping other
NCTA officers and board of directors informed, developing
contacts and sources of information, communicating with the
engineering advisory committee and with all kinds and sizes of
cable systems, it all takes time. Itravel locally as well as to state
and regional cable conventions.
C-ED: Do you need more help?
Luff: Yes. It's abig job for two of us, Hazel Dyson and myself.
As we begin looking at the goals and priorities of developing
acceptable training programs, how we can better market the
technical publications, requirements for the FCC and various
cable problems, it's a pretty large drain on my own time and
Hazel's. Certainly having another person with astrong technical
background in the cable industry would be welcome. However, at
the present time, we'll do the best job we can with what we have to
work with. C-ED

"The job offers a lot of opportunities. It's a very exciting growing
industry. Cable is relatively new
compared to other forms of
telecommunications."
—Bob Luff
C-ED: In your job, what goals do you have as vice president
of the NCTA? Your predecessor, the late Delmer Ports, ran the
NCTA engineering shop in a certain style. You've come in and
had a chance to look at the structure. What kind of things there
would you like to change?
Luff: Idon't know if there's aneed for change as much as it is
continuing what needs to be done. On the Washington scene, it's
important for this office to maintain close liaison with the
government agencies that have an impact on the cable industry,
such as the FCC, the FAA and others. To do that, we try to make
ourselves well-known and respected in the Washington

395 Ironwood Drive
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115

telecommunications industry. On the industry side, some of the
priorities have got to include, for industry's sake, addressing the
integrity of the system—the design integrity, the maintenance
integrity and the performance integrity of cable systems. We
need to do this by concentrating more effort on training of
installers and engineers and technicians in the cable industry,
developing aset of industry standards for construction practices
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Tap Value Research Project
Completed For Titsch Publishing
By Coaxial Analysts, Inc.
Technical Services Division

Table I
Tap Values & Insertions
Losses for Comparison

Preface
urhe following data represents a study
completed by the Technical Services
Division of Coaxial Analysts, Inc.
(formerly the Digital Synthesis Corporation) for Communications-Engineering
Digest magazine to provide some insight
into the area of tap value engineering. It is
not intended to be an exhaustive or
complete study of this area. Persons
interested in pursuing a complete
research project should contact Terry
Hulseberg at Coaxial Analysts, Inc.
directly.

Introduction

T

hroughout recent years and again
I just last month Iwas asked for an
opinion with regard to what tap values
would be optimum from a system
designer's point of view. In my opinion this
question has three sides: 1) What series
of values will yield the most efficient
system design possible? 2) How many
values are economical to manufacture?
3) How many values are practical for the
operator to inventory? Obviously the ideal
tap values must meet all of these criteria
before they could be considered as atruly
optimum "solution set of tap values."

Assumptions
In order to begin astudy of tap values
we need to determine engineering values
for all the possible variations of taps we
desire to test. Evaluation of the
specifications sheets of several major tap
vendors revealed two significant features.
The first is that taps typically come in 3dB
steps (11, 14, 17, etc.). Secondly, the
insertion loss specifications, although
similar, do vary a few tenths of a dB.
Coupling this with the fact that the new
values to be tested are nowhere to be
found, Idecided to play passive design
engineer and creàte the required
specifications.
Mahe theoretical directional coupler
I values were determined by using the
power split chart on page 77 of the Jerrold
"Redbook." I then applied a formula
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Insertion Loss

Tap Losses
2-Way
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
& Higher

4-Way

8-Way

7
8
9
10
11

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
& Higher

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
& Higher
1"Technical

Terminating
7.5
5.5
3.9
3.0
2.3
1.8
1.4
1.3
1.1
.9
.8
.8
.7
.6
.6
.6
.5
.5
.5
.4

Handbook for CATV Systems

by Ken Simons. Third Edition, March 1968.
that increased these values to approximate the tap and insertion losses
available for taps currently on the market.
These resulting values are listed in Table
I. Addtitionally, for reasons of simplicity
and practicality, no half value taps were
considered.

Straight Line Tests
The only way to find out which tap
values will yield a maximum efficiency
design is to actually design several miles
of system in several different towns and
with several different tap value selections.
Since the magnitude of this method is
beyond the scope of this project, I
decided to narrow the selection of ranges
to three. Rather than relying exclusively
on experience and intuition to select
these three tap value sets, Ielected to set
up several straight line designs to test the

efficiency of many tap value sets and then
choose the three to be tested from these
preliminary results.

Basic
Specifications
For the Test Designs
'Tune basic specifications were selected
with regard to current industry practice and are listed in Table II. The cable
loss and frequency of design are probably
the most debatable items, but we are in
effect testing many different cables at
different frequencies and pole line
spacings. This has the effect of varying
the system density as well as changing
cables with constant density. In fact, the
density can be shown to vary in effect
from 54 homes per mile to 290 homes per
mile (conversions of this sort can be done
by analyzing the test runs using one cable

Table Il

Table IV

Specifications For Test Designs

Tap Value Test Sets

300 MHz

54 MHz

1. Amplifier Output Level
2 Minimum Tap Level

+49 dBmV
+10 dBmV

+43 dBmV
+ 7 dBmV

3. Cable A Attenuation

1.49 dB/100'

.59 dB/100'

4. Cable B Attenuation
5 Line Extender Gain

1.27 dB/100'

.53 dB/100'
25 dB
3 dB

6. Derating for Two LE. 's
type at a given frequency and spacing
and converting the losses to another
cable type at another frequency—thus
revealing a new spacing and therefore a
new density).
Example:
Cable A Attenuation =1.49 dB/100'

Tap Test #1-Special Selection

A seven mile area of asystem we had
already designed was chosen as the
basis for the test. This area is in a major
metropolitan market but lies at the
outskirts of the city. It is fairly well selfcontained with an average number of
cross-connecting strand lines and a

Cable B Attenuation =1.06 dB/100'
Using Cable Aand 140 foot spacing
is equivalent to using Cable B and

density of 105 homes per mile
Specifications are the same as those
used in Table II, with the cable type and

197 foot spacing. With 2-way taps
this is equal to 54 homes per mile.

tap value sets being the only variables,
thus requiring six designs totaling forty
miles.

T

able Ill shows all of the variables that
were tested in the straight line de-

signs. When these variables are
combined in all possible manners, sixty
different test runs result. All sixty
combinations were run through our
design computers and from the results
settled on the three tap value sets shown
in Table IV. (The results of these tests are
available upon request.)

Seven Mile Test Area
Now that we have narrowed the field of
potential candidates to three, we can do
some actual designs to test the
superiority or non-superiority of any of our
test sets.
Table III
Combinations For Straight Line Test
A. Pole Spacings
1. 100'
2. 140'
B. Cable Selections
1. Parameter I
2. Fused Disc
C. Type of Taps
1. All Two-Ways (2-2-2-2)

In qualification of these tests we have a
few unknowns or uncontrollable variables to contend with. The first
consideration is the small size of the test.
Although a seven mile area is generally
considered too small to be a meaningful
comparison, it is nonetheless an actual
test in areal situation. Secondly, we have

1. Every Value
2. Every Other Even Value
3. Every Other Odd Value

Tap Test #2-Two dB Increments
2-Way Values
4-8-1 0-1 2-1 4-1 6-18-21-24-27-30
4-Way Values
7-11-13-14-17-19-21-24-27-30-33
8-Way Values
10-14-16-18-20-22-24-27-30-33-36
Tap Test #3-Three dB Increments
2-Way Values
4-7-1 0-14-1 7-20-23-26-29-32-35
4-Way Values
7-1 0-1 4-1 7-20-23-26-29-32-35-38
8-Way Values
10-13-17-20-23-26-29-32-35-38-41
somewhat surprising. With each type of
cable the tap value selection made no difference to the ultimate cost of the system!
There were a few percentage points
difference in the actual amount of feeder
cable used sn each of the designs due to

variable. The results indicate this factor is
negligible in this test, but Ibelive wide

differences in the direction of feed or the
amount of double cable used. But this

variations are possible

amount was not consistent with any one
value range and therefore cannot be
considered as an advantage for any value

among the

industries' design engineers. The third
factor affecting results is the density.
Higher densities will show greater
differences due to value selection and
these tests do not reflect that factor. Then
we have the routing consideration. The
less alternate routes that are available
should increase the value of a more
flexible tap value set. Finally, we have
overall design efficiency to consider. In an
inefficient design, more tap value choices
are of reduced benefit.

set. The results shown in Table V are for
all three designs of both cable types.

Tap Usage Charts
Ihave included tap usage charts to
show the distribution of values used.
Normally two types of curves will show up
in achart of this kind. A normal design will
yield roughly abell shaped curve peaking
around a 20 dB tap. A highly efficient

Seven Mile Test Results
At

first

glance

the

results are

design will show a similar curve peaking
at asomewhat lower value but will have a
very high rise at the lowest value

Table V
Seven Mile Test Results

2. Combination of Two's and Four's
D. Tap Value Sets

4-Way Values
7-10-11-12-13-14-16-18-21-24-27
8-Way Values
10-13-14-15-16-17-19-21-24-27-30

the human element as an everpresent

2. All Four Ways (4-4-4-4)
(4-4-2 and 4-4-4-2 and 4)

2-Way Values
4-8-9-10-11-13-15-18-21-24-27

Item
Trunk Bridgers*
Feeder: Trunk Ratio
Line Extenders
Amplifiers per Mile

Cable A. Designs
2.5
9

Cable B Designs
2.5

9:1
1.7

9:1
1.4

7

4. Every Third Value (7, 10, 13, etc.)

67
Actual Strand Miles
* Since an arbitrary starting point was used in the middle of a town, one-half of a

5. A Special Selection

station was used in these designs.
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TEST "B" (4 WAYS)

TEST "B" (8 WAYS)
(terminating) tap. (Terminating taps were
used to add to design efficiency. Any
ghosting calculations with today's taps
will yield aworse case reflection down 25-

TAP VALUE

now have. Note the lack of usage of 13
two-way taps of the Cable A design Test
number 1. It would seem that this value is

impossible to determine without further
experimentation? Would it be worth the
effort to find out? We think so ...or put

not a useful one and should be eliminated
in favor of a reduced inventory, but other

another way: can we afford not to know?

30 dB ... more than adequate isolation to
prevent ghosting.)

new values retained.

inally, more qualifications (what else?).
It is somewhat ludicrous to ask our tap
manufacturers to supply us with taps in

he charts show abnormal curves in
many cases, particularly with the

T

special selection of Test number 1. A
large percentage of these variations are
due to the small size of the test area. The
large quantity of the highest value tap in
all designs is due to not using any higher
values for the test as they would all have
identical insertion losses.
Considering the deficiencies of the
test area, some interesting conclusions
can still be drawn from these charts which
may improve upon the tap selection we
34 C-ED October '77

Iwill leave other observations on the
ideal tap value set to you. Icaution you to

F

consider all types of taps in drawing your

one dB increments when their manufac-

conclusions

turing specification is only ±1dB in the first
place. However, this is not to say it cannot

Conclusions and Opinions
One thing not available from any of the
charts and graphs presented here is the

be done, Before an absolute selection is
made, my estimated insertion loss
specifications should be analyzed by the

human element of design. How did it feel
designing systems with the different value

manufacturer as to produceability—can
they meet my specifications in production?

sets? The special selection was

In conclusion, it would seem that there

noticeably easier to work with and we feel
will produce a better design in the long

is a better selection of values to be had.
Are there any of you out there willing to

run. How much in dollars and cents is

find out? OED

System Profile

Manhattan Cable TV Offers
Information Transfer On
Coaxial Cable
F

circuits (4800 bto 230.4 kb) to commercial firms in the area.
The system operates in atree-type structure originating from
the headend in the Gulf and Western Building at Columbus Circle.
Signals are relayed via "truck" cables through buried duct

increase is not of paramount concern. The time required to repair
breakdowns in coaxial cable is afraction of that needed when
telephone circuits malfunction, and therefore, it would require
more than an equalization in costs for the banks to discontinue
use of the cable medium.
Since the Bankers Trust Company became thé first
corporation in the country to utilize bandwidth capacity on
CATV—the identical network 87,000 residents of lower
Manhattan subscribe to—New York has been the only city

systems into apartment and offices. Amplifiers are strategically
placed to compensate for signal loss and to insure high quality

whose cable channels are applied to business data
transmissions. Businesses subscribing to Manhattan Cable's

signals in all locations.
Data is transmitted to customers by an upstream path that
uses the simple insertion of reverse carriage components in the

business data transmissions are Bankers Trust Company, Chase
Manhattan, American Express, Citibank, Manufacturers Hanover

or several years, Manhattan Cable Television (a subsidiary of
Time Incorporated) has carried off-the-air and special television programming on its system to the Manhattan community
south of 86th Street in New York City. For the last three years,
Manhattan Cable has also provided medium and high speed data

amplifiers. A signal originating at a customer's location is then
transmitted to the headend on a specially assigned upstream
channel. A point-to-point data circuit is established by assigning
aspecific sub-channel to each data transmitter. The capacity of
this sub-channel is directly related to the speed of data
transmission desired. The upstream sub-channels are collected
at the headend and converted into adownstream channel in the

Trust and Morgan Guaranty.

B

ankers Trust Company instituted apilot test of the cable line
between the bank's former operations center at 16 Wall

Street and its BankAmericard division at 1775 Broadway. The
cable transmission line paralleled the telephone company. "The
pilot testing was favorable," stated Stevens Harrison, Bankers
Trust vp of telecommunications. "During the four-month test

superband frequency range.
At the receiving points, the data is detected and delivered to
customers in its original form. A full 6MHz is alloted in both the up
and downstream directions for carriage of the data signals.
The capacity assignment exceeds five million bits per second.
In the past, acompany's electronic data-transfer applications
had to be conceived and cost justified on the basis of availability,
price, error rate and reliability of telephone circuits. Now, at least

period," Harrison emphasized, "there was only one breakdown of
the cable, and that was repaired in 75 minutes. An equivalent

in Manhattan, there is an alternative.

the cable's capacity and size provides space-saving and costsaving advantages over telephore lines. Copper phone lines can
only carry video signals over a short distance. Cable, however,
can interface easily with virtually any data network.

According to The American Banker, the only daily banking
in newspaper, "commercial banks have taken the lead among
New York City corporations in utilizing cable television channels
to transmit data between operations centers in Manhattan."
Because the cable medium is flexible, less expensive and
more reliable than telephone services, businesses find cable
more viable and economical for their needs. According to the
three firms using cable TV the longest, they're so pleased that
they will continue using cable TV and exploring new applications
even if Manhattan Cable is forced by astate regulator to raise its
prices.
As far as the New York bankers are concerned, a price

telephone line breakdown (3,000 twisted pairs of copper wires)
could take three to four days to fix," Harrison added.
A half-inch diameter coaxial cable utilizes a transmission
capacity equal to 30,000 twisted pairs of telephone wires.
Bankers Trust uses the equivalent of only 2,800 pairs.
According to Alan Maltz, systems engineer for Bankers Trust,

As reported in The American Banker, Maltz revealed the price
P% differences between telephone service and cable. "Bankers
Trust has been paying $600 for each of its two cable TV links
since 1974, but the price of each telephone company link was
$800 when the change-over to cable was installed in April 1974,
and since has risen to $980."
Manhattan Cable is excited about the various applications of
their cable system and look forward to many more innovations in
an ever-expanding telecommunications industry.
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Arvin Systems Directional Tap

Jerrold's Future Features Taps

American Technology's Tech-Tap Il
American Technology Company's
Tech-Tap II 4000 series features
advanced circuitry for high directivity,
strand or pedestal mounting and a5-300
MHz capability for two-way systems.
These units, (two and four outputs)

Jerrold Electronics Corporation's
Future Feature Taps provide: full 7
amperes power passing; 30 dB tap-to-tap
isolation to prevent subscriber-tosubscriber interference; maximum RFI
integrity with awoven continous metallic
gasket; chromated and coated weatherproof housings; and guaranteed
specifications.
Specifications

include:

5-300

MHz

average of absolute values at 5, 54, 108,
216, 270 and 300 MHz.
The taps provide corrosion protection

bandwidth; 20 dB input-and-output return
loss; -70 dB minimum hum modulation at
7 amperes; -75 dB minimum hum
modulation at 5amperes; and 7amperes
maximum continuous current capacity.

by using a baked, dri-lube phenolic
coating. All aperatures are gasketed with
0-rings or molded gasket seals.

Lindsay `Colorflex' Multi-Taps

have tap-to-tap isolation of 25 dB
average. The band average equals the

Lindsay's 'Colorflex' series Multi-Taps,
model CFTW, contain seized center
single action connectors. These multitaps (5-300 MHz) feature the exclusivity
of collet-chucking of aluminum outer
conductors which provide security
against radiation, pullouts or cable
turning. A newly designed bracket allows
extra versatility and universal strand and
other mountings in 25 different positions.

Cerro's Hybrid Multi-Taps
RMS Electronics
Multi-Directional "Unitap"
For aerial or underground installation,
RMS Electronics' "Unitap" is a low-cost
tap with an interchangeable tap plate. The
power passing network has a single aircoil, providing the lowest hum-level
available. No power passing or tap
network components are exposed,
preventing accidental damage.
The "Unitap" accepts VSF, "Sealamatic", "Dyna Foam", "Fused Disc" and
standard feed-thru connectors with 11
/
4"
stinger or longer. Entry ports have tapered
counter bore so that connectors make
100 percent metal-to-metal contact for
100 percent RFI integrity. The seized
center conductor is mounted to astrong
fibre glass plate that can withstand over
100 pounds of stress caused by thermal
contraction. The sealing gasket on the
bottom of the housing is aluminum
impregnated for excellent RFI protection.
The strand clamp is center-to-center with
aerial input and output parts, preventing
the unit from shifting on the strand.
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Arvin's series 36006 directional tap
provides: 5-300 MHz bandwidth; 27 dB
tap-to-tap isolation; 20 dB minimum
return loss at input, output and tap across
5-300 MHz; 5amperes current capacity;
-65 dB hum modulation at 10 amperes;
and 75 ohms impedance.

Cerro Communication Products has
provided the cable industry with its model
DT-4 hybrid directional multi-taps.
Features of this tap include: secure grip
séized center conductors; conductive
gasket seal, weatherproof and radiation
proof; rugged cast aluminum alloy case;
strand or pedetal mounting; low loss and
high isolation.
Specifications include: 5-300 MHz
bandwidth for two-way capability; 20 dB
return loss; ±0.5 dB response flatness; 5
amperes current capacity; 20 dB
minimum tap-to-tap isolation; and 25 dB
minimum output-to-tap isolation.

Magnavox Eight-Way
Aerial/Pedestal Taps
Magnavox's model MX-3800 eightway taps are tough yet versatile. Modular
construction permits easy output and
valve changes without disturbing the
housing or thru connections. The
absolutely secure center conductor
seizure reduces chances of pullout or
breakage and no strain is placed on the
electronics module.
Specifications include: 5-300 MHz
bandpass for one or two-way system
usage; values every 3dB from 11 through
36; high level impedance match; low
insertion loss; and captive hex-head
bottom plate screws.

Test Equipment
GenRad, Inc. Automatic Circuit Tester
GenRad's 1742 digital integrated
circuit tester is acompact automatic test
instrument that interrogates the
parametric and functional performance of
awide variety of digital integrated circuits.
The instrument displays pass or fail
information during the test cycle, detects
out-of-specification supply current, and
identifies each input or output pin at which
a parametric or functional failure is
detected.
Total test time of the 1742 is 150
milliseconds. First, 96 parametric test
phases sequence at a 3.1 kHz rate,

Technology
requiring 40 milliseconds. Then 44,000
functional test phases sequence at a400
kHz rate, requiring 110 milliseconds.
Three lower clock frequencies can be
selected if necessary
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Tektronix New 851 Digital Tester

a single probe to permit faster, more
positive electrical testing and troubleshooting.
The tester allows detection of 120,240
and 480 volts with both light and sound
signals—using only one probe. No neutral
or ground contact is needed, saving time
and labor. The single probe tester is
particularly useful in knob and tube, blown
fuses, breakers and checking for a
broken, hot or neutral wire.
The Mono-Probe tester also provides
an auxiliary probe to allow continuity
testing. The unit can be used alternately
from continuity to voltage or voltage to
continuity without any switching device.
With or without current, the probe tests
switches, relays, motors, primary or
secondary sides of transformers, fuses
and light bulbs.

sync level without the problems of time
constant or capacitor leakage of
compromise peak detector designs.

Miscellaneous
Elan Enterprises' Motor Generator
Elan Enterprises' Redi-Line motor
generators supply 120 volt 60 Hz (sine
wave) power to operate avariety of tools,
motors and test equipment. The
generators can be used to build an
auxilliary standby power system.
The generators may be mounted on
vehicles, used portably or with a battery
pack. Models are available in 12, 24 or 36
volt DC inputs, with outputs from 500 to
1600 watts.

The Tektronix 851 digital tester is
designed for the tasks of the first-line
service engineer; including alignment and
adjustment, electro -mechanical troubleshooting and electronic troubleshooting.
This unit combines many of the
functions of a OMM, counter, timer, logic
probe, thermometer and an oscilloscope
into asingle package weighing only 6 kg
(13 lbs.)
The 22 functions of the 851 enables
the user to perform awide variety of tests
and measurements. Eleven functions
measure timing, two register plus and
minus peak voltages, three carry out
DMM measurements through separate
leads and one reads line voltage at the
outlet. The 851 also makes four selfmeasurements to correctly adjust each of
its four input thresholds to the logic levels
of the equipment under examinatinn

Dynasclences New Program Switcher
Dynasciences has introduced a new
compact program switcher, model
7400/A, that has all the capabilities of
Dynasciences' full-size four-bus model
Avantek, Inc. Signal Level Meter
Avantek's model SL-300 signal level
meter is specifically designed for the
CATV industry. The unit is portable,
dependable and incorporates innovative
design features providing fast and
accurate readings under both bench and
field conditions.
The SL-300 operates over the 4.5-300
MHz frequency range. The frequency of
the aural or visual carrier being measured
is indicated on a large three-digit LED
readout with 1 MHz resolution and ± 1
MHz accuracy.

Mono-Probe's Single
Probe Voltage Tester

A new concept in video peak sync
detectors is used in the SL-300. The

Mono-Probe Corporation has introduced a new hand-held instrument using

design uses the sample and hold
technique found in complex digital
instrumentation to actually hold the peak

7400—plus two additional wipe patterns.
This unit is approximately 75 percent
smaller than the 7400.
The 7400/A provides 26 wipes, joy
stick positioning, pushbutton controlled
wipes and many other features previously
available only on larger, more costly
production switchers.
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Closed Circuit TV Accessory Catalog From RCA
A 40-page catalog, CCV-113A, Closed Circuit TV Accessories, offering a quick
selection guide to over 700 CCTV accessories from RCA closed circuit video
equipment is now available.
This guide, arranged by major product categories for easy access, gives a brief
description of each product, its model number, the Optional User Price and the data
sheet number on which more detailed information will be found.
Copies of this catalog may be obtained from RCA CCTV sales offices or by
writing to RCA Publication Services, Box 3200, Somerville, New Jersey 08876.
Sophisticated Carrier Telephony Principles Made Simple
Simplified and understandable presentations of telephone carriers or
multiplexing techniques are the trademark of the Revised Third Edition of David
Talley's BASIC CARRIER TELEPHONY, just published by Hayden Book Company.
Subjects such as carrier-frequency operations, modulation and demodulation
methods, multiplexing, the design of attenuation pads, electrical filters and equalizers are
all presented in a clear, precise manner.
Changes in this new edition include: updated statistical data on the growth of the
telephone industry, new cable carrier systems, developments in transmission and

VMOS From AMI Brochure

signaling methods, improvements in PCM techniques and interconnections of cable
carrier systems with microwave radio terminals.
This 224-page book, available for $6.85, can be obtained by contacting Michele
Hornsby at Hayden Book Company, Inc., 50 Essex Street, Rochelle Park, New Jersey
07662 (201) 843-0550.
Compositor ILiterature Released by Telemation
This new 12-page brochure describes the features of the software-based
graphics system: the graphic quality of the characters, its 999-page memory and
one-button call-up of sequence pages; three-edge styles; three spacing modes;
system installation, expansion and ordering information.
The brochure is highlighted by monitor photographs depicting various styles of
characters, edges, spacing and step-by-step examples of the communications
between the computer and the operator keyboard.
For additional information, contact Paula J. Parker, Advertising Department,
Telemation, Inc., P.O. Box 15068, Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 (801) 972-8000.
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Hughes Offers Brochure on Satellite Terminals
A six-page brochure describing the new 4.5 meter antenna satellite video
receiving terminal is now available from Hughes Aircraft Company's microwave
communications products.
The booklet describes the various components of the terminal, including the
antenna, video receiver, amplifier and accessories, and gives performance
characteristics and technical specifications.
Free 16-Page Brochure on VMOS LSI Process
VMOS (V-Groove Metal-Oxide-Silicon), the newest semiconductor technology
which has resulted in large scale integrated microcircuits forty percent smaller than
competitive MOS devices but with bipolar speeds, is the topic of a 16-page
brochure now available free from American Microsystems, Inc. (AMI).
Covered in VMOS: The New Technology From AMI is a basic description of
VMOS, its impact on the marketplace, memory components and a technical
description of the process.
Inquiries for VMOS: The New Technology From AMI should be addressed to Tom
Edel, manager, marketing services, American Microsystems, Inc., 3800 Homestead
Road, Santa Clara, California 95051 (408) 246-0330.
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Canadian Comments

New Services
New Revenues

services for the Canadian Cable Industry. This Task Force has
divided all possible new services into eight specific groups:
-security service
- leasing of video channels
-education services
-control services
-entertainment services
- non-video digital services
-subscriber services
- information services

By Kenneth Hancock, Director of Engineering
InCanada, as in the United States, the cable industry is maturing after a long period of continued expansion. In Canada,
as distinct from the United States, the cable industry is
dominantly an urban phenomena. With the single exception of
Windsor, all major cities in Canada have cable TV, and the vast
majority of these have very high penetration. Even in Windsor,
which is aspecial case due to the large number of local stations
both from Windsor itself, and from Detroit, the Canadian
Regulatory Body of the CRTC has called for applications for
cable TV licenses.
The only major exception to very high penetrations in urban
areas is in the French-speaking Province of Quebec, where there
is somewhat less demand for distant programming, the vast
majority of which is in English. However, even in Montreal and
Quebec City, penetration is near 35%.
For rural communities that have cable TV, penetration is
frequently high. But, due mainly to the high cost of terrestrial
microwave and lack of satellite distribution to the cable industry in
Canada, many rural communities are without cable TV.
In the face of high penetration and continually rising costs, the
cable industry in Canada is looking towards new ways of
increasing its revenue. Rates are strictly controlled by the CRTC
and every signal that is carried over a cable system must be
approved by the CRTC, regardless of whether the signal is an offair program or not.
One obvious way of attracting new revenue is through the
medium of pay TV. Over the last two years, many Canadian Cable
Television companies have attempted to go this route, only to be

T

he emphasis is now on implementation of these new services. In Canada, one of the main stumbling blocks for

implementation is convincing the regulators that such services

should be permitted. In an effort to speed implementation of new
services, the CCTA New Services Task Force is holding athreeday seminar on new services in Montreal, between the 21st and
23rd of November 1977.
The Seminar is specifically designed to:
a) provide hard new information to delegates on what new
revenue producing services are realizable; how these
can be obtained and what problems must be overcome
to implement them.
b) generate within the Canadian Cable Television Industry
cooperation in developing new services.
c) develop specific new service application plans leading
to implementation.
As a result of this seminar, it is hoped that 1978 will see the
implementations of anumber of profit-making new services in the
Canadian Cable Television Industry. For those American friends
who are interested in attending this seminar, further details will be
announced in a few weeks time.

frustrated by the regulatory process. A decision on whether or not
pay TV will be permitted in Canada is still awaited, despite
detailed submissions and hearings over aperiod of some fifteen
months. It cannot be said that the decision is being awaited with
confidence by the Canadian Cable Television Industry.
In the face of this, more and more CCTA members are seeking
new revenue producing services that have some hope of speedy
approval by the CRTC.
The possibilities are many and varied. Our coaxial distribution
system has the capability of carrying all types of signals from low
speed digital through audio and video to high speed data, using
all common types of modulation. From this viewpoint, the choice
is virtually unlimited.
From the revenue aspect, new services can be split into those
producing direct revenue, such as pay TV, security services and
many others; and those which produce indirect revenue by
attracting a large enough number of subscribers. Typical of the
latter are information services, special programming for
handicapped groups and so on. In Canada interest centers on
direct revenue producing new services. The interest in indirect
revenue producing new services tends to be limited to attract
interest in those areas where penetration is comparatively low,
and to those systems that require additional services to make a
viable converter service package.
Approximately six months ago, the CCTA set up a New
Services Task Force to look into the whole problem of new
C-ED October '77 39

International Comments
Automatic Audio
Test Equipment
A novel automatic audio testing
device, the AATE, will be marketed by
V G Electronics Ltd., who will be
responsible for further engineering
developments and for the manufacturing of the equipment.
The AATE was developed to meet
arequirement for arelatively low-cost
automatic measuring instrument able
to rapidly determine the amplitude/
frequency response and noise levels
of telecommunications circuits
including music channels. The unit
measures the two performance
parameters which normally present
most problems to broadcast and
telecommunications authorities and
users, and is suitable for use on all
audio transmission paths, including
point-to-point links.
The equipment can be operated
unattended, and the receiver unit
automatically provides a chart printout of the parameters undergoing
tests. The transmitter unit concerned
is clearly identified by acoded pattern
on the print-out.
International Mains Plug
And Socket System
The idea of creating aworld-wide
mains plug and socket system for
domestic and general use, first
discussed at an IEC meeting in Tel
Aviv in 1966, has resulted in firm
proposals on which the British
Commission hopes for agreement in
1977.
The plug likely to be adopted will be
rated at 16 amps with flat pins, and the
socket outlet will have three contacts
(live, earth and neutral) in an inline
configuration, with the earth contact
centrally positioned and offset.
Jim Fallon, director of external
relations, at MK Electric, has
produced an excellent 48-page
booklet, "The Proposed International
Plug and Socket System," providing
an explanation of the present
situation, a detailed review of events
leading to the present proposals, and
his company's comments on a
number of vital questions associated
40 C-ED October '77

with adoption of the new system.
The MK booklet, which includes
illustrations of plugs and sockets
used throughout the world, and the
proposed international types, will
materially assist public comment and
debate on the question of Britain's
adoption of the new system. Copies
can be obtained on application to J.J.
Fallon at the External Relations
Department of MK Electric Ltd.,
Shrubbery Road, Edmonton, London
N9 OPB.
CATV Agreement
For Saudi Arabia
International Video Systems Ltd.
has concluded an agreement with
Modern Electronic Establishment of
Jeddah, in Saudi Arabia, for the
supply and installation of acomplete
television studio and community
antenna distribution system in
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
The total value of the contract has
not been disclosed, but Peter Funk,
managing director of I.V.S. (UK) Ltd.,
the UK subsidiary of IVS, stated: "This
is a large contract involving IVS
facilities and personnel both here and
in Japan. I expect that at least
$525,000 of the project budget will be
spent here in Britain and Gordon
White, IVS technical director, will be in
overall charge of the project."
Work has already commenced on
the Riyadh site and completion is
expected by mid -1977. It involves the
construction of three non-broadcast
color-equipped television studios, a
central studio control and a CATV
system.
The complex will be used mainly
for the projection of educational
programs and distribution of prerecorded entertainment programs Io
patients and employees in a new
medical complex being built in
Riyadh.
IVS is responsible for the design,
engineering, equipment purchasing
and installation of the complete
system, while MEE is providing local
support and the balance of the
communications facilities. MEE is the
Saudi Arabian distributor for Sony and

is one of the largest electronics
companies in the Middle East.
Labgear Teletext Adaptor
Now in Production
The first production versions of
Labgear's Teletext Adaptor are now
being dispatched to customers.
The Labgear Teletext Adaptor,
Model 7026, is basically a "black box" which connects to the aerial
socket of a television receiver as
opposed to other techniques which
involve considerable alteration to the
receiver's internal circuitry. Labgear
believes that the aerial adaptor
approach, generally believed to be
impracticable until last May, will make
Teletext an attractive proposition to
users of relatively-new and expensive
color television receivers.
British Programs For
Republic of Ireland
British television programs,
already available on cable systems in
many parts of the Republic of Ireland,
are to be relayed to areas (in the
south and west) where off-air
reception is not possible.
Cooperative relay companies will
pay $350,000 to the Eire Ministry of
Posts and Telegraphs for the privilege
of relaying signals from Dublin.
BBC and ITV programs have
already been used by Belgian and
Dutch cable networks, and this
further example of their use in other
countries, in apparent contravention
of international copyright agreements,
is thought to be the reason for
Britain's Department of Trade
decision to refer the whole question to
the Council of Europe.

Reprinted from the British
Journal of The Society of
Cable Television Engineers
(Vol. 10, No. 11, April 1977) by
kind permission of the editor.
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*BREAD & BUTTER SESSIONS*
*GOLF*
*TENNIS*
*LADIES PROGRAM*

*LENDERS VIEW OF PAY*
*LEGISLATORS*
*FIELD SERVICES SEMINAR*
*TRANSLATORS*

*GALA BANQUET*
*3 COCKTAIL PARTIES*

*EXHIBITS-EXHIBITS-EXHIBITS*
*CONGRESSIONAL LEADERS/
OUTSTANDING PANELISTS/
TOP SPEAKERS*

"WONDERFUL WEATHER*
*FAMOUS WESTERN HOSPITALITY*

?t*FIBER OPTICS*
*TWO-WAY*
*BUSINESS DATA TRANSMISSION*
*HEADENDS*
*0 S H A*
*THE BEST FACILITIES*
*POLE RENTAL & PRACTICES*
*SUBSCRIBER RATE INCREASES*

TOWN AND COUNTRY HOTEL
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
NOVEMBER 9-11, 1977
Call (415) 881-0211
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MANAGER/CHIEF TECHNICIAN
Help Wanted

SALES MANAGER WANTED
Manufacturer of CATV connectors, devices,
apartment house amplifiers, needs
salesman with good contacts with major
MS0 accounts. Send resume:
AVA Electronics
P.O. Box 338 S
Lansdowne, PA 19050

CHIEF TECHNICIAN
Major MS0 is looking for an experienced,
well organized chief technician for a 600mile system under construction in the
southeast. First or second class license
disired. Excellent benefits and potential for
advancement. Resume held in confidence.
Write Box C/ED-1077-2.
Equal Opportunity Employer

CATV TECHNICIANS
Major MS0 is seeking experienced
technicians for growing operations. Duties
include troubleshooting, repair and field
maintenance. Microwave experience and
First Class FCC License preferred. Good
salary and benefits package. Send
confidential resume and salary requirements to:
Personnel Manager
Cablecom-General, Inc.
P.O. Box 39307
Denver, Colorado 80239
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

TECHNICIAN WANTED
MS0 needs technician for mainly Jerrold
System. Send resume to:
OVC Telecommunications, Inc.
114 E. Reynolds Road
Lexington, KY 40503
Attn: Gary Knaus

Ground floor opportunity with rapidly
expanding company for individuals with all
purpose (manager/technician/installer)
cable TV background. Advance your career
into the highly sophisticated field of
operational bi-directional cable TV with the
added feature of computerized alarm
services via two-way cable. Digital
knowledge a definite plus. Positions
immediately available in Arkansas and
Texas. Other positions opening up around
the country and in Canada. Many company
benefits including profit sharing and
employee stock purchase plan. Send
resume or call:
Sid Prothro
Tocom, Inc.
P.O. Box 47066
Dallas, TX 75247
(214) 438-7691

CHIEF TECHNICIAN
Major MSO is looking for chief technician
for 600 mile plant. Prefer 4-5 years technical
experience
with
FCC2 class
license
required for AML microwave utilized in
plant and 4 hop cars band for one channel.
Salary commensurate with background.
Send resume in strict confidence to:
Gary Sbragia
Athena Communications
4455 South Padre Wand Suite 20
Corpus Christi, TX 78411

Need 1experienced salesman top 100
market with 600 additional miles of plant
to be built. Basic cable, HBO, company
benefits, high commission. Call or send
resume to:
Skip Weidler
Tulsa Cable T.V.
6650 E. 44th St.
Tulsa, OK 74145
(918) 663-8330

Celebrity

aweekly magazine format talk show featuring
such guests as: Alfred Hitchcock
Petula Clark
Cliff Robertson
Dick Clark
System pays postage both ways.
For more information or to book the show
contact Gary Conner:

IffORI

PRODUCTIONS
250 West 57th Street, Suite 2105
New York, New York 10019
(212) 581-8450

Business Directory

CONSTRUCTION
INSTALLATIONS
TURNKEY SERVICES

ferguson
communications
corporation
REX FERGUSON
MAC FERGUSON

(214) 854.-2405

SR. DESIGN ENGINEER
20-25K++
Solid State RF Instrumentation
All replies held in confidence.
Write Box C-ED-1077-1

Business Opportunity
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FREE PROGRAMMING

SALESMAN

DIRECTOR OF MARKETING
Major CATV Operator based in New York
City has immediate need for a qualified
marketing professional; candidate should
be a creative person with marketing, direct
sales, direct mail and advertising
experience. Responsibilities include
developing effective campaigns, hiring and
training a staff, and organizing and
directing a large direct sales operation. For
prompt consideration, please forward a
detailed resume, in confidence, stating
salary history to: Box C-ED-1077-1.

Programming Opportunity

CATV SYSTEMS AND
FRANCHISES WANTED TO
PURCHASE
Deal direct with substantial principals
in confidence. Contact David Keefe in
confidence at:
National Cable Communications Corp.
19 West Elm Street
Greenwich, CT 06830
(203) 661-1166

10
/41111Jerry Conn

Associates,
Inc.
MANUFACTURERS'
REPRESENTATIVES

TO THE CABLE INDUSTRY
P.O. Box 444
Chambersburg, Pa. 17201
Call 1717) 263-8258 or
17171 264-5884

Classifieds
Used Equipment

CABLE FABLE: THE CLASSIFIED THAT COULD
Once upon atime, there was aLittle Classified and he went to the

CATV SERVICES

big city (San Diego, it was) to the WCTA show. He went to sell some

COMPANY

used equipment and to hire a chief engineer. The big Display Ads
all said, "Go home, little classified! You can't do business here." But

Buys & Sells
New & Used
CATV Equipment
of every description
We have no list since stock changes
daily. Please request information of
items you require. We can supply!
155 E. LEWELLING BLVD.
SAN LORENZO, CA 94580
415-276-4331

Equipment For Sale

the Little Classified stayed and tried and before the sun went down
on the opening day of the show, he had sold his broken amplifier
and two 1951 Model A descramblers.
By the end of the second night, he had collected the resumes of
three renowned cable engineers. On the third day, he met another
little classified, a "business opportunity" with great potential. They
decided to work side by side forever.
The Little Classified felt good inside. He had been asuccess in
his own little classified way.
This could happen to your classified ad. Just one phone call will
put your Little Classified in the November issue of
COMMUNICATIONS-ENGINEERING DIGEST.

MICROWAVE
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FARINON
SS12000VC Transmit Station
SS12000VC Receive Station
Including one rack, wiring and
assembly for both
Frequency 12762.5 MHz
PRODELIN
80' PE-122 Wave Guide
4 PEC-122-1 Connectors
2 PEA-122-5 Grounding Kits
2 PEA-122-7 Hanger Kits
2 PEA-122-9 Feed Thru
2 213-740 Antenna
2 15-140 Mounts
2 63-140 Radomes
MICROFLECT
2 TM-812 Elliptical Reflectors
2 31
/"O.D. Pipe Mount Adaptor Kit
2

800-525-6370
COMMUNICATIONS-ENGINEERING DIGEST
1139 Delaware Street
Denver, Colorado 80204

D Chief Engineer
D System Manager

CCTA

D Sales Representatives

Comm/Scope

D Another You
We know making adecision to hire

someone is only half the battle. The
hardest part is finding that special
someone.

Call 405/247-2666 for further information
Kler View Cable Company
Anadarko, Oklahoma

A C-ED classified ad can broaden
your selection of those qualified
for the job. C-ED is the journal of
the Society of Cable Television
Engineers, and is read by acast of
thousands of people in the industry.

WANTED:
SYSTEM WRECK-OUT STRAND
& CABLE OR ANY TYPE OF
COMMUNICATION CABLE
We will pick up anywhere in
Continental U.S.A.
MATEJKA SALVAGE
Sharal Lane
Minnesota City, Minnesota 55959
(507) 454-4934

Arvin/ CATV

D CATV Technician

High Power Output (+27dBm) and Low
Receiver Noise Figure (9dB) for Long
Paths.
All equipment still in crates.

Equipment Wanted

Ad Index

WHO WOULD YOU
CHOOSE FOR YOUR
COMPANY?

If you don't have time to write the
ad yourself, give us a call on our
toll free number (800/525-6370)
and we'll be glad to compose it for
you.
COMMUNICATIONS—
ENGINEERING DIGEST
1139 Delaware Street
Denver, Colorado 80204

16,17
41
4

Communications/Distribution ... 27
ComSonics

2

Hewlett-Packard Company

3

Hughes Microwave

7

Microdyne

21

Pitts, T.R. Company

18

RMS Electronics

44

Sadelco

13

Scientific-Atlanta

10

Systems Concepts

31

Times Wire & Cable

15

Toner Cable Equipment

23

Triple Crown Electronics

30

TRW RF Semiconductors

22

Vitek Electronics

26
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CAT V'S SMALLEST MAJOR NETWORK
Exclusive with RMS, the CA-2500 Matching Transformer network is the only unit designed with a
printed circuit.
1. Not a toy, the printed circuit used in the RMS CA-2500
matching transformer is one of exceptional quality.
2. The printed circuit allows for the exact placement of the
three capacitor, one ferrite network, insuring consistant
electrical performance of each and every unit.

4. Initially more expensive than some competitive
units, the RMS CA-2500 is still the most widely
accepted matching transformer in the industry
today.
THIS ITEM IS SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE

3. The components used in the network are of ahigher
grade than components found in other competitive units.

LTV
ELECTRONICS, INC.
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RMS ELECTRONICS INC. 50 ANTIN PL., BRONX, N.Y., 10462/CALL COLLECT 12121892-1000/TELEX224652- 24 HOUR SERVICE/CABLE ADDRESS"RAMONICS" .
CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES: DESKIN SALES CORP.
/ MEXICAN REPRESENTATIVES: TV CABLE DE PROVINCIA S. A., MEXICO CITY' MEXICO.
WORLDWIDE EXPORTS -INCLUDING PUERTO RICO -ROBURN AGENCIES INC./CABLE ADDRESS: "ROBURNAGE"/NEW YORK TELEX e 23574 "ROBR-UR".

RMS Electronics, Inc. 1975

